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A generation and more of Baghdad College students and their families have
learned to bless the zeal of Fr. Joseph P. Merrick, S. J. In the class-
room he has enlightened and inspired a host of students. From the pulpit
his voice has spoken religious truth and has exhorted to the pursuit of
the highest spiritual ideals. Almost every street and alley of Baghdad
has echoed to his footsteps as he brought help and consolation to the
poor, the sick, the troubled. With affection and admiration we dedicate
this A I Iraqi of 1964 to Fr. Merrick in appreciation of his fifty golden
years as a member of the Society of Jesus.
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Fifth row: (left to right) Harith Sadiq; Basil A-Latif; Thuayyib A-Jabbar; Hagop Arshak;
Muayyed Metti; Najib Qunja.
Fourth row: Haik Chakalian; Kamal Taqtaq; Nasir Haddad; Jafar Allawi; Zuhair Balal;
Yusuf Badalian.
Third row: Usama al-Naib; Ahmad Mahmud; Raziq Saigh; Ali Sabih; Albert Baba;
Wadi' Yusuf; Aqil Atiyya.
Second row : Haidar Kubba ; Ramiz Daud ; Anwar Barnuti ; Saad Zaku ; Nashat George
;
Khalil al-Naqib.
First row: Walid Elias; Mukhlis Edward; Fr. Fennell, S.J. ; Korkis Michael; Said Qassim.
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Rf.v. Joseph G. Fennell, S.J.
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5A
Fifth row: (left t<> right) Muayyad Kadhim; Raman Dick; Hanna Dabbas; Laith Hayali;
Luay Philip; Hilal Daud; Rafid Attisha.
Fourth row: Adrian al-Chalabi; Muwaffaq Shamun; Nabil Tuma; Ashur Dick; Dhalir
Elias; Ghanim Tabchi.
Third row: AH Abdullah; George Yusuf; Joseph Bahoshy; Fakri al-Hilali; Alhir Baltah;
A-Hadi Ismail; Ali Hasani.
Second row: Muhammad Mustafa; Shawqi Jurjis; Fadhil Shakarji; Livon Dramirian;
Kadhim al-Najafi; Nidhal Mansur.
First row: Saad A-Daim; Talha al-Shawwaf; Fr. J.J. McCarthy, S.J.; Walid Mahmud;
Mahir Razzuq.
Rev. John J. McCarthy, S.J.
5C
Fifth row: (left to right) Nizak A-Majid; Hasan Qassim; Naif al-Hathal; Muayyed Rashid;
Wisam Saigh; Sahir Elias; Raad A-Qadir.
Fourth row: Nadhir Abbas; Nabil A-Latif; Ala Antun; Shadrak Shabbas; George Yanni;
Farqad Salih.
Third row: Hani Matlub; Imad Jaddu; Surin Wartanian; Mahmud Falih; Mahir Faiq;
Raad Bahnam; Khalid Hikmat.
Second row: Yaqub Zainal; Dilair Armaghani; Michael Simonian; Isam al-Mahawili;
Nazar Daud; Rashid al-Kuhaimi.
First row: Jibran Yusuf; Leon Hartyun; Fr. Sheehan, S.J.; Claude de Marchi; Falah Alaka.
Rev. William D. Sheehan, S.J.
Oaqkdad (^oUeae
A-HADI ISMAIL
Quiet and affable, A-Hadi was a determined and persevering student. He
played a fast game of ping-pong and was no stranger to the handball courts.
His favorite pastimes outside of school were studying and going on picnics.
After graduation, he will decide on a field for future study.
Scientific Academy; Intramural Sports.
ADNAN AL-CHALABI
Adnan was one of the class leaders. Math problems kept him busy and happy
when he was not playing basketball in his spare time. He was a cheerful and
likeable classmate who will be remembered by all. Adnan looks forward to a
career in engineering.
Scientific Academy, Bus Prefect; Intramural Sports.
AHMAD MAHMUD
A man with a happy outlook, Ahmad was often seen enjoying games of basket-
ball or handball. He greatly admired and appreciated the kindness of his
teachers and the discipline of the school. He preferred scientific subjects most
of all. Ahmad's future is still undecided.
"Al-Iraqi" Staff; Intramural Sports.
Ctass o mi*
ALA ANTUN
Ala was a faithful and active Socialist. He delighted all with his adept per-
formances in several of the school plays. He liked nothing better than relaxing
with the best in English literature. His interest in mathematics and physics will
help him towards an engineering degree.
Sodality; Dramatic Society.
ALBERT BABA
Vigorous and high-spirited, Albert was a fine all-round athlete and a mainstay
on the basketball team. But sports were not his only interest: physics and mathe-
matics were his favorite subjects and reading was his favorite pastime. He looks
forward to a career in electrical engineering.
Sodality, Bus Prefect; Basketball; Track; Football; Intramural Sports.
ALI ABDULLAH
A cheerful spirit and a broad smile made Ali a popular classmate. Playing
volleyball and ping-pong and watching basketball games did not prevent him
from being a leading member of the class. Many of his leisure hours were spent
over his stamp collection. Ali has decided upon a career in medicine.
Scientific Academy.
ALI HASAN I
A scholar of the class, Ali was a consistent leader. English and mathematical
studies especially appealed to him. About the school, Ali was an active scientist
and debater; at home, he was an avid reader. His favorite sports were tennis





Always a gentleman, Ali was held in high esteem by all. He liked to find relaxa-
tion by reading a poem or story. A handball and swimming enthusiast, he
preferred Arabic to his other studies, although his interest and ability in scientific
studies point toward success in medical school.
ANWAR BARNUTI
Pleasant, affable, and high-spirited, Anwar made life-long friends at B.C. He
was a faithful member of the Sacred Heart League. Occasionally, he enjoyed
a game of handball or ping-pong at school, and often relaxed with a good book
at home. His interest and ability in biology predict a successful medical career.
Sacred Heart League.
AQIL ATIYYA
\<|il found lil' ;ii B.C. busy and exciting. He was one of our track stars and
'I no less ability as a basketball and baseball player. He was fond of
\i.iIjk imisK and enjoyed outdoor activities. His interest in Zoology lias led
A'pl to choose ;i career in medicine.
\etball\ I Kiih: Intramural Sports.
ASHUR DICK
A very popular member of the class, Ashur made many friends with his attractive
personality and gentlemanly manner. He was an excellent football and basket-
ball player. Outside of school, he spent his time reading scientific magazines
and listening to classical music. He plans to be a physicist.
Scientific Academy; 'Track; Basketball; Football; Intramural Sports.
ATHIR BATTAH
A cheerful classmate, Athir was a tennis enthusiast. He has been a faithful and
active member of the Sodality. Out of school, listening to music and going on
picnics were his favorite activities. His interest in science has led him to choose
engineering as the field of his future studies.
Sodality; Intramural Sports.
BASIL A-LATIF
Spirited, yet serene, Basil enjoyed all sports and played baseball and basketball
well. He was a devoted member of the Sacred Heart League and in his leisure
hours he liked to read books related to medicine, the profession he has chosen.
His liking for chemistry should aid him in his future studies.
"Al-Iraqi" Staff; Sacred Heart League; Bus Prefect; Track.
CLAUDE DE MARCHI
Personable and thoughtful, Claude often helped the poor. He was a faithful
and active member of the Apostleship of Prayer. During his free time he would
be seen riding his bicycle along the Army Canal road or watching basketball
or volleyball games. Claude will apply himself to the study of engineering.
Sacred Heart League; Intramural Sports.
DHAFIR ELIAS
Calm and dignified, Dhafir distinguished himself with his intelligence and
assiduity. He was an active and devout member of the Sodality and in his leisure
time he enjoyed reading lives of saints. Dhafir's favorite sport was handball.
With his talents and personality he should succeed in his chosen profession.
Scientific Academy; "Al-Iraqi" Staff; Sodality.
tjcLCikdad CoU^ae
Rev. Sidney M. MacNeil, S.J.
DILAIR ARMAGHANI
Intelligent and determined, Dilair excelled in the sciences. He spent his coveted
weekend hours outdoors at the swimming pool and tennis courts or indoors at
his paints and stamp collection. Supported by his training at B.C. and his
interest in chemistry and mathematics, Dilair looks with confidence to a future
as a petrol engineer.
Intramural Sports.
FADHIL SHAKARJ1
A thoroughly interesting and pleasanl classmate, Fadhil spent many hours
reading in tin- library. \i school he enjoyed occasional games of handball and
ping-pong; at home li<- Pound drawing to !>< Iiis usual means of recreation, lie
like many of Iiis ( lassmates, lias chosen a career in medicine.
Bus I'n Int.
FAKHR1 AL-HILAI.I
A gentleman, Fakhri's courteous manner and friendly good humor won him
respect throughout the school. He was always ready to help others. Physics and
chemistry were the subjects he liked best. His plans for the future are slill un-





Always cheerful and friendly, Falah was often to be found playing handball
or watching the daily baseball game. He enjoyed reading good literature during




Farqad will be remembered for his skill at telling interesting stories about jets,
submarines, and rockets. He was an enthusiastic baseball and football player,
an avid viewer of war films at the cinema, and a reader of astronomy books.
He was most generous to everyone, especially the poor. Farqad's likiny for
biology has drawn him toward a future as a doctor.
"Al-Iraqi" Staff; Bus prefect.
GEORGE YANNI
Pleasant and friendly, George enjoyed his years at B.C. He was ready to play
any sport, but especially basketball. When not studying, he liked to drive cars
or relax with a good book or story. He has yet to decide upon his future career,
but his interest in zoology and mathematics points toward studies in either
medicine or engineering.
Scientific Academy; "Al-Iraqi" Staff; Basketball; Track; Intramural Sports.
GEORGE YUSUF
An intelligent and determined student, George enjoyed a game of handball
most, but also found time for other activities. Watching historical films was a
source of pleasure for him. His liking for chemistry and his ability in the labo-
ratory will help him in his medical studies.
Scientific Academy; Intramural Sports.
GHANIM TABCHI
A personable young man with a charming sense of humor, Ghanim helped to
keep all in good spirits. He preferred baseball to other sports, and has done
some timely hitting in the annual games with the Fathers. In his leisure time
he enjoyed listening to music. His ability in the sciences, especially in physics
and mathematics, will insure success in his studies toward a degree in civil
engineering.
"Al-Iraqi" Staff; Intramural Sports.
HAGOP AKSIIAK
• i atile, and happ) by nature, Hagop won an everwidening circle
<-f friends during his days ;ii B.C. A track enthusiast, he carried away prizes
from the track meel each year. His favorite subjects were physics and geometry.
off-campus activit; H planes appealed i<> him most. This hobby has
led him to choosi a careei in aeronautical engineering.
Basketball; Track.
HAIDAR KUBBA
A pleasant personality and a persevering scholar, Haidar was a well-liked
member of the class. Outside of school he enjoyed walking or listening to music.
His interest and ability in mathematics assure him of success in his career as
a chartered accountant.
HAIK CHAKALIAN
Haik's cooperative spirit made him a popular classmate. He relaxed from the
pressures of class by playing baseball and handball. At home he found pleasure
in listening to good music. His interest in scientific subjects leads him to pursue
further studies in the field of engineering.
Intramural Sports.
HANI MATLUB
A dependable and faithful member of the Apostleship of Prayer, Hani will be
remembered for his generosity; he was especially helpful in the chemistry
laboratory. He was always ready for a picnic and his favorite sport was archery.
Like many of his classmates, Hani will seek a degree in engineering, a profession
for which he is well-fitted by his ability in mathematics and physics.
Sacred Heart League.
HANNA DABBAS
Tall, sociable, and energetic, Hanna spent most of his leisure hours at school
playing basketball, his favorite sport. At home he often listens to soft music
while reading scientific books. His leisure moments were devoted to photography.
His ability and keen interest in the sciences promise success in his study of
engineering.
"Al-Iraqi" Staff; Bus Prefect: Intramural Sports.
HARITH SADIQ.
An outstanding personality, good natured and humorous, was Harith's most
remarkable characteristic. He loved all sports, especially basketball and swim-
ming. His bent toward mathematical subjects explains why he has chosen
mechanical engineering as a life career.
Intramural Sports.
HASAN QASSIM
A gentle and dependable friend, Hasan enjoyed the games and sports at B.C.
Tennis was his favorite activity; listening to soft music was his favorite pastime
at home. His liking for physics has led him to choose engineering as his profession.
"Al-Iraqi" Staff; Intramural Sports.
HILAL DAUD
Hilal's generosity and spirit of cooperation always incited his friends to action.
He was an active and dependable member of the Sacred Heart League. In his
spare time Hilal liked to visit parts of Iraq that were not familiar to him. His
talent and devotion to study point to success in his future studies in the field
of medicine.
"Al-Iraqi" Staff; Bus Prefect; Sacred Heart League.
[MAD JADDU
A high-spirited and enjo abl< companion, [mad was a popular classmate. 1 1<
[i
i
m the handball courts. Physics and chemistry labs, with their
i, In l> • ial attra< tion foi him. Mathematics, his favorite subject,
should help him in his carcci in banking.
ISAM AL-MAHAWIL]
A determined student and an affable companion at all times, Isam preferred
English to his other subjects. Baseball and movies accounted for most of his
leisure time, and working in the labs was the activity he liked best at B.C. He
hopes to do further studies in die field of political science.
Scientific Academy; "Al-Iraqi" Staff', Bus Prefect; Intramural Sports.
JAFAR ALLAWI
A likeable classmate, Jafar was often seen near the handball courts. In school
he enjoyed botony and physics, while swimming and bicycling were his favorite
means of relaxation. The interest he has shown in scientific studies here at B.C.
gives promise of success in his future studies at the medical school.
Intramural Sports.
JIBRAN YUSUF
Jibran was a diligent and reflective student, determined to do anything, no
matter what the consequences. He was often to be found reading English books
in the library. The songs of Elvis Presley he found appealing. Trigonometry and
English were his favorite subjects. He plans a career in petroleum engineering.
"Al-Iraqi" Staff; Intramural Sports; Sacred Heart League; Elocution Contest.
JOSEPH BAHOSHY
Gentlemanly and cultured, Joseph was a pleasant companion and classmate.
He will be remembered for his mastery of English. He was a devoted and active
Sodalist, whose leisure time was devoted to listening to classical music. Joseph
looks forward to a career as a chartered accountant.
Scientific Academy; "Al-Iraqi" Staff; Sodality.
KADHIM AL-NAJAFI
A man with a mind for details, Kadhim had a great variety of interests. He
enjoyed literature as well as handball and ping-pong. He has shown himself
capable and interested in scientific studies and his preference for the study of
chemistry augurs well for a successful career in chemical engineering.
Scientific Academy.
IjojcmAaA CoUecje
Rev. Stanislaus T. Gerry, S. J.
KAMAL TAQTAQ,
Kamal was always pleasant and helpful. His favorite sport was basketball and
at home he enjoyed listening to soft, quiet music. Mathematics and chemistry
held special interest for him and it is this interest which leads him to plan for
further studies in mechanical engineering.
"Al-IraqV Staff; Intramural Sports; Bus Prefect.
KHALI I) HIKMAT
ntleman in every w.n. Khalid was a very popular member of the class.
I. man li u mis wiih his pleasant smile. He was always ready to participate
game ol volh \ hall 01 basketball. I le has not yet decided upon a future pro-




Popularity, perseverence, and wittiness characterize this personality. Khalil's
ease of manner made him well-liked among his classmates. Intelligent and deter-





An active and capable member of the class, Korkis enjoyed football and base-
ball. He spent many of his free hours drawing, a pastime for which he had ability
and keen interest. He liked to go on picnics to surrounding areas. He hopes to
be a doctor.
"Al-Iraqi" Staff; Intramural Sports.
LAITH HAYALI
Intelligent and determined, Laith excelled in geometry and algebra. His yen
for scientific books stimulated his imagination and conversations. During his
leisure hours he could be found absorbed in a chess game or enjoying a 'twist*
party. His talents in scientific subjects assure him of success as a nuclear physicist.
Scientific Academy; Intramural Sports.
LEON HARTYUN
Leon was one of the quieter boys in the school. He played a fine game of tennis
which was his favorite sport. At home he liked nothing better than to relax
while he listened to music. Although botany and zoology were his favorite sub-
jects he has not yet decided upon a field for future study.
Intramural Sports.
LIVON DRAMIRIAN
Livon was a capable student who helped all generously. He always liked a fast
game of handball, but also found time for tennis and ping-pong. He relaxed
from studies by going to cinemas. Like many of his classmates his future profession
will be in medicine.
Scientific Academy; Bus Prefect.
LUAY PHILIP
A quiet, interesting, and capable member of the class, Luay did a great deal
of work for the Sacred Heart League. He enjoyed listening to music, especially
to western songs. He was a frequent spectator at the baseball games. His ability
in biology has led him to seek a future in medicine.
Sacred Heart League.
MAHIR FAIQ
\ zealou and diligenl student, Malm enjoyed all sports, especially tennis. His
riti subject was botany; liis favorite pastimes were painting, listening to
ading. He lias nol yel decided upon Ins Inline career.
MAI UK RAZZUQ,
This future doctor was a studious and hardworking student at B.C. Always
an active member of the Apostlcship of Prayer, Mahir was elected Prefect of
the Sacred Heart League-. During recreation he liked to play handball; outside
of school he enjoyed going on picnics. Biology was his favorite subject.
Sacred Heart League; Intramural Sports.
MAHMUD FALIH
A capable member of the class, Mahmud was often seen playing football, his
favorite sport. Outside of school he enjoyed swimming. Mahmud's interest in
chemistry has led him to seek a degree in medicine.
MICHAEL SIMONIAN
Michael was a muscular gentleman who never interfered in the affairs of others.
Though he found time to participate in volleyball games, he spent many hours
practicing track. He had a keen interest in the drama and an appreciation of
good music. His special interest in physics and mathematics has decided him
on further studies in the field of electrical engineering.
Scientific Academy; "Al-Iraqi" Staff; Track; Bus Prefect; Intramural Sports.
MUAYYAD KADHIM
Muayyad has shown himself to be a gentleman, an athlete, and a hardworking
student during his years at B.C. He played all sports and was a fine baseball
player. His interest in making machines and his interest in physics laboratory
will aid his quest for an engineering degree.
Scientific Academy; Track; Intramural Sports; Bus Prefect.
MUAYYAD METTI
Muayyad's attractive personality and genial nature won him a host of friends
at B.C. He was a good handball player and very much enjoyed working in the
laboratories. His liking for physics and geometry point to mechanical engineering
as a possible field for future study.
Scientific Academy; Intramural Sports.
MUAYYAD RASHID
Muayyad's favorite subject was biology; his favorite pastime was reading detec-
tive stories and magazines. His constant courtesy and attractive personality
will be great assets in his medical career.
Scientific Academy; Bus Prefect.
MUHAMMAD MUSTAFA
Muhammad was a quiet, reserved member of the boarding section. He could
often be found reading in the library and elsewhere, for information, pleasure,
and relaxation. His serious effort in studies placed him high in the class. He
hopes to be a doctor.
Ml Kill. IS EDWARD
(.h\\< i and modest "I manner, Mukhlis was a good conversationalist. An avid
readei oi books about outei space and rockets, he also enjoyed a hard-played
ball game. Becausi "I his interest in physics and mathematics he plans to
make his way through lifi as an engineer.
///.' Sports.
MUWAFFAQ. SHAMUN
A lively young man and a scholar in every class he was in, Muwaffaq was a
popular figure on the B.C. campus. Volleyball was a sport he liked much bul
he also spent many hours swimming. He wishes to pursue his favorite activity,
chemistry laboratory, as a chemical engineer.
Scientific Academy; Intramural Sports', Sodality.
NABIL A-LATIF
A host of friends gives witness to Nabil's popularity among his classmates. He
was always ready to help one of his fellow students in the writing of Arabic
compositions. He enjoyed reading English as well as Arabic literature whenever
he had the opportunity. His favorite subjects were: Arabic, English, biology.
He will decide upon a career in either medicine or engineering.
NABIL TUMA
A calm and quiet person, Nabil made many friends at B.C. Basketball and track
were his best liked sports, although he was enthusiastic about all sports. During
his out-of-school hours he enjoyed riding his bicycle or watching cinemas. He
was a loyal member of the Apostleship of Prayer. Nabil looks forward to a career
in engineering.
"
Al-Iraqi" Staff; Sacred Heart League; Track; Intramural Sports.
NADHIR ABBAS
Nadhir was a serious, determined student. He liked the spacious grounds of the
campus almost as much as he liked the ping-pong tables. Of all his subjects
he preferred chemistry. He is still undecided about his future.
Intramural Sports.
NAIF AL-HATHAL
High-spirited and well built, Naif was a keen competitor in baseball and track.
A gentleman and diligent student, he will be remembered by the many friends
he has made. Throughout his years at B.C. Naif has been a boarding student.




Rev. William D. Sheehan, S.J.
\ ASHAT GEORGE
Pleasant and good natured, Nashat made many friends during his stay at B.C.
Hi liked ;ill spoils and was often seen on the basketball court. His interest
and hard work in chemistry and biology promise him a successful career as
a dentist.
S entifii Icademy; Football; Basketball; Intramural Sports.
NASIR HADDAI)
Smiling and good natured, Nasir loved sports and was a keen competitor
whenever he participated. Nasir was prepared to handle any problem he faced.
His interest in mathematics and physics will help him pursue the engineering
field as a career.
Track; Intramural Sports.
Cl<MS <4 ItfCf
Rev. John L. Mahoney, S.J.
NAZAR DAUD
Nazar was a faithful member of the Apostleship of Prayer. He enjoyed baseball
and basketball very much, but ping-pong was his favorite sport. Physics, math-
ematics, and chemistry were the subjects he found most interesting. His generosity
and desire to help others will be valuable assets in his medical career.
Sacred Heart League; Intramural Sports.
NIDHAL MANSUR
Ever active and high spirited, Nidhal devoted most of his time patronizing the
school library. He liked to drive his car for relaxation from studies. During
recreation times at school he proved himself to be an able handball player.
He was a loyal and active member of the Sacred Heart League. His deter-
mination and application to studies promise him success in his future studies.
Sacred Heart League; Intramural Sports.
NIZAK A-MAJID
His quiet manner attracted a great many friends. Nizak has shown a special
liking for mathematical subjects. He spent much of his spare time listening to
popular music and driving cars. He hopes to earn a degree in electrical engi-
neering.
"Al-Iraqi" Staff; Intramural Sports.
RAAD A-QADIR
A tall, thoughtful, and popular student, Raad had a quick wit and a ready
laugh. Physics was his favorite subject and he enjoyed every minute of the
laboratory experiments. This preference for physics points to success in his
studies in the field of engineering.
Intramural Sports.
RAAD BAHNAM
Raad's happy outlook on everything was contagious. His smile and good humor
lifted the spirits of his many friends. He enjoyed a fast game of handball from
time to time, and was often seen on the basketball courts. Raad's interest in
biology and zoology will aid him in attaining his goal of becoming a doctor.
RAFID ATTISHA
Noted I'H his humorous remarks, Rand was liked by everyone who knew him.
In i lass In- was a hardworking student ; on the track he showed himself to be an
able runner. Kafid was a faithful and devout member of the Sodality. Outside
ol ichool, Rafid liked to visit with Friends and relatives. His future career is
nui -,r\ de< ided.
'
Al-Iraqi" Staff] Sodality] Track,
RAMAN DICK
A leader in every class, Raman was a generous classmate who was always ready
to give a helping hand where he could. He liked to play all sports, but especially
tennis. Despite his many activities, Raman found time to read books he enjoyed.
His outstanding ability in mathematics and physics will lead him to success in
the held of nuclear physics.
"Al-Iraqi" Staff; Intramural Sports; Football.
RAMIZ DAUD
Calm and serious, Ramiz preferred physics and mathematics. When not behind
the wheel of a car, he enjoyed collecting stamps and listening to good music.
He has decided upon a career in mechanical engineering.
Scientific Academy; Sodality; Intramural Sports.
RASHID AL-KUHAIMI
A quiet and talented young man, Rashid enjoyed reading very much. Swim-
ming was his favorite sport off campus, but he was often seen on the
handball courts during recreation periods. His affable and steady disposition,
joined with his interest in science, points to a successful medical career.
RAZIQ SAIGH
Having grown up in the shadows of B.C., Raziq knew the campus before be-
coming a student. He was a faithful and active member of the Sodality. Archery
was his favorite sport and pastime and he was always ready for a fast game of
tennis. His scholastic interests were primarily in biology and chemistry and this
has led him to choose a career in the field of medicine.
Scientific Academy; Sodality; Intramural Sports.
SAAD A-DAIM
A good natured and serene member of the class, Saad made many friends at
B.C. He was a very capable speaker and excelled in elocution. He liked to spend
his leisure time reading books. His interest in laboratory work and knowledge
of biology are strong reasons why he should become a good doctor.
Scientific Academy; Elocution Contest; Intramural Sports.
SAAD ZAKU
Small in stature but great in spirit, Saad was always a gentleman. For relaxation
he liked to read or draw. Swimming and ping-pong were his favorite activities;
mathematics and chemistry were his favorite subjects. Saad is a future engineer.
"Al-Iraqi" Staff; Intramural Sports.
SAHIR ELIAS
A sturdy Basrawi boarder, Sahir made many friends with his pleasant smile.
Sahir was one of the athletes of the class, being prominent in basketball and
track. During his free time he enjoyed reading history books in the library.
Sahir looks forward to a career of engineering.
Sacred Heart League; "Al-Iraqi" Staff; Basketball; Track; Intramural Sports.
SAID QASSIM
Said's appreciation oi the rules and teachers ;it B.C. made him a model of the
ideal student. I lis sense of humor always afforded an apt remark for every
ituation. He liked sports, going to cinemas, and reading. Music also appealed
to him. I lis ability in i hemistry indicates ihai success is sure to be his as a chem-
ical i ngineei
.
Sdi'iiiijn \cademy\ Intramural Sports.
SHADRAK SHABBAS
Possessed with an energetic spirit, Shadrak's circle of friends manifests his
popularity. He was a sports enthusiast, who, though he liked all sports, preferred
football. His skill in scientific subjects has decided him on a career in engineering,
like so many of his classmates.
Intramural Sports.
SHAWQI JURJIS
An artistic young man, Shawqi was a loyal and active member of the Sacred
Heart League. He plans to do studies in medical college after his graduation
from B.C. During his school years he enjoyed reading in the library and pla\ ing
handball.
Scientific Academy; Sacred Heart League.
SURIN WARTANIAN
Dependable and hardworking, Surin was a popular member of the class. He
enjoyed handball and swimming. His interest in physics and chemistry will help
him in his future studies in engineering. His personality will continue to win
him respect and friends.
TALHA AL-SHAWWAF
Demure, calm, and adaptable, Talha was never without friends. He was a
diligent student who was ever ready to answer questions in class. His preference
for mathematics and chemistry has led him to choose a career in medicine.
Intramural Sports.
THUAYYIB A-JABBAR
A quiet, likeable classmate, Thuayyib found outdoor sports his favorite pastime.
Swimming was the sport he liked most, but he was also an avid handball and
football player. He was attracted by chemistry and its labs and seeks to develop
these interests in the pursuit of a medical degree.
Intramural Sports; Bus Prefect.
OojAvdaA College
Rev. Edmund F. Kelly, S.J.
USAMA AL-NAIB
A quick-spirited and enjoyable companion, Usama's scholastic interests were
in the field of physics. He could always be counted upon to join in a game of
handball, and he always enjoyed football. He plans to enter the medical college.
VVADI' YUSUF
VV.i'lf was a friendly and personable classmate. He spent many happy hours
Oil the basketball COUrt. Many of his leisure hours at home were spent over
his stamp collection. He liked music and played the guitar. Of all his subjects
he found physics the mosl appealing. Wadi' hopes to be an engineer.
Intramural Sports,
WALID ELIAS
Gay and sympathetic, Walid was a devoted and active member of the Sacred
Heart League, and diligent in every endeavor. He was a fine handball player.





Versatile, sociable, and artistic sum up the personality of this amiable member
of the class. Walid spent most of his leisure time in photography and music.
His knowledge of physics and biology offer him a career in cither civil engi-
neering or medicine.
Scientific Academy; "Al-Iraqi" Staff; Intramural Sports.
WISAM SAIGH
Behind his quiet exterior there was hidden a lively sense of humor. Wisam
was an active member of the Sodality and enjoyed taking part in its activities.
For pleasure and relaxation he would read detective stories. His keen interest
in physics gives promise of success in the field of engineering.
Sodality.
YAQUB ZAINAL
Yaqub's ever present smile attracted many friends. In his free moments he
liked to go to the library and read. The things that appealed to him were:
riding his bicycle, playing basketball, studying physics. Yaqub is one with many
of the members of his class in his desire to become a doctor.
Intramural Sports.
Rev. David A. Skelskey, S.J.
YUSUF BADALIAN
Quiet, determined, and gentlemanly, Yusuf was noted among his classmates
for his zeal for order and discipline. Besides being an able competitor on the
track field, he played a fine game of basketball. At home he found relaxation




Zuhaii was a persevering and hardworking student and a quiet and affable
Volleyball was Ins favorite pastime at school and at home lie liked
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Rev. James F. Morgan, S.J. 4A
Mr. Yahya Barsoum
First row: (left to right) Amin Salih; Mazin Sabri; Asad Abbud; Samih Rajib; Saad
al-Rawi; Daud Sulaiman; Mudhar Hamid; Imad Jassam.
Fourth row: Talal Munasifi; Fuad Faidh; Raadjamal; Hani Elias; SabahBakir; Emmanuel
Hermes.
Third row: Sargon Warda; Makram al-Shaikh; Khalil Ibrahim; Qais Zakho; Vikin
Sadurian; Fawzi Zeitu; Imad Mahawili.
Second row: Maan Munib; Qais Naman; Athil Alios; George Gogue; Stephan Ovanessoff;
Shant Hovsepian.
First row: Mahmud al-Tai; Makram Anastas; Fr. Morgan, S.J. ; Suhail Naimi; Sabah
Nuraddin.
First row: (left to right) Joseph Aboukhathir; Faiz Qazanji; Alfred John; Alex Tauren;
Imad Habba; Daud al-Mudallal; Muhyiddin A-Shafi.
Fourth row: Hafidh Abbas; Nabil Majdalani; Saad A-Razzaq; Walid al-Tawil; Hazim
al-Umari; Yusuf Abbu.
Third row: Sarkis Theodossian; Khalid Yusuf; Skender Albert; Jesse Roy; Jamal Jamil;
Raad Shanshal; Farid Tabib.
Second row: Clement Johnston; Ala Jabiru; Maan al-Dabbuni; Sudad al-Mutwali; Hraj
Kharajian; Sarmad Mahmud.
First row: Mazin Madhat; Wadhah Shakir; Fr. Skelskey, S.J.; Majid Hamid; Ghandi
Shemdin.
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Mr. Yaqub Hanna Esko
Fifth row: (left to right) Falah al-Qadi; Wadhah Ismail; Vartan Parsighian; Mihran
Sabunjian; Sabah Dawisha; Fatallah Yusufani; Muayyad Nasir.
Fourth row: Muwaffaq al-Baya; Raad Bunni; Leon Basil; Namir Saigh; Joseph Said;
Nimatallah Warrudi.
Third row: Lawrence Yaqub; Yusuf Antun; Faruq Nasir; Hamid Atiyya; Leon Dajadian.
Second row. Yasin A-Qadir; Haitham A-Jabbar; Ramzi Fawzi; Marqus Ishaq; Faris
Namiq; Maan A-Khalik.
First row: Wathiq Hindu; Saad Gulli; Fr. E. Kelly, S.J.; Nazar Dindo; Ghassan Jamil.
(Absent: Ahmad al-Gailani; Ziad al-Dabbuni)
Fifth row: (left to right) Saad Salih; Faris Farid; Mervin Burby; Faisal Nasir; Raad
A-Wahab; Sahran Ibrahim; Raja Pio.
Fourth row: Hagop Fahmi; Hrand Jirair; Kagham Minas; Nassar Wadi'; Berj Turabian;
Ramzi George.
Third row: Sinan A-Jabbar; Iyad Muhammad; Vraj Hartyun; A-Hafidh al-Pachachi;
Nafih al-Saffar; Muhammad A-Hamid; Mushtaq Albeit.
Second row: Ghassan Hikari; Farid Faddu; Said al-Rawi; Elias Raji; Adnan Kadhim;
Athir Shanawi.
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Mr. Nuri Al-Qajsi
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Sixth row: (left to right) Kanaan Makiyya; Francis Roca; Husni Habboush; Saad Allawi;
Maan al-Ashaiker; Joseph Finan.
Fifth row: Adrian Sabih; Ahmad Bajalan; Ali Faraj; Latif Ibrahim; Khalil Ibrahim.
Fourth row: Dhia Sharif; Namir Kamal; Saad Shakir; Leonard Yaqub; Sarmad Hermes;
Hazim Barnuti.
Third row: Aws Salim; Suhail Najim; Hassan Anwar; Amjad al-Umari; Bahir A-Latif.
Second row: Badi' Kamil; Shakib Halabu; Akram al -Attar; Kamal Qassim; Faiq Tuq-
machi; Khalid Kamal.
First row: Nabil al-Fraiah; Armand Arshavir; Fr. Madaras, S.J.; Hisham al-Qassab;
Edward Faiq.
(Absent: Adil Mahdi)
Fifth row: (left to right) Melcon Kaspar; Sabah Tummina; Nazar al-Mudallal; Faris
Faddu; Nihad Jassam; Butros Shamun; Ali al-Shawi; Fuad A-Hadi.
Fourth row: Farid Muallim; Istabruk al-Imam; Nazar Farjo ;Maan Taha; Kamil Abbas;
Hermes Skender.
Third row: Iyad al-Ubaidi; Rufail Rumanos; Amir al-Atrachi; Imad Jamil; Rawa'
Ismail; Falah Astrabadi; Shawqi Halata.
Second row: Sarmad Salih; Zuhair al-Wahab; Johnny Makhai; Hagop Anserlian; Alex
Salibian; Thamir Bunni.
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Sixth row: (left to right) Hraj Melconian; Zuhair Jamil; Khalid Atiyya; Imad al-Samarrai;
A-Aziz al-Khafaji; Muhammad Rahmatallah.
Fifth row: Hani al-Saudi; Luay Abid; Zir A-Rahman; Usama al-Raihani; Hikmat Philip.
Fourth row: Firas al-Naimi; Muhammad al-Samarrai; Faris Shammas; A-Hadi al-Baya;
Ramiz Nadhmi; Nabil Makhai.
Third row: Said Abda; Kamal Tessy; Adrian al-Dhahib; Faris Yusuf; Munir Dishu.
Second row: Issa Tuma; Yeprat Evanian; Iqdam Asker; Yahya Ferid; Sabah Sulaiman;
Yusuf al-Alawi.
First row: Sami Khairulla; Daud Jabaji; Fr. Regan, S.J.; Ali al-Hilli; Samir Faraj.
Fifth row: (left to right) Basil al-Shawwaf; Romeo John; Muwaffaq Qattan; Raad Kat-
tula; Vartkis Hagopian; Nuhad Thwainy; Jalal Bonjukian; Martin William.
Fourth row: Amar Chalmaran; Basil Yusuf; Petio Kaku; Ali Abbas; Jaffar Jaffar; Riadh
Habboush.
Third row: Udai Akram; Murad al-Shaikh; Costal Jihad; Edmund Paulus; Ghassan
al-Halabi; Wayil al-Khudhairi; Mazin al-Gailani.
Second row: Riadh al-Sabti; Imad Jan; Raouf Yusuf; Imad Ibrahim; Riadh Jabburu;
Adil Abbosh.
First row: Mahir Abbas; Vahe Azadian; Fr. Sullivan, S.J.; Firas Haqqi; Raad al-Qaisi
Rev. Roberi J. Si i liv \\. S.J.
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Mr. Nasir Taqtaq.
Sixth row: (left to right) Riadh al-Sayad; Vikin Hovsepian; George John ; Joseph Tuma;
Muwaffaq Kandala; Salih al-Kuhaimi.
Fifth row: Mahir Hanna; Samir Salih ; Jamil Tu'ma; Albert Moshi; Usama Ahmad.
Fourth row: Suhail A-Kafi; Mahir Muzahim; Ghazi al-Atrachi; Makram Samhiri; Mukhlis
Louis; Saman Qazzaz.
Third row: Daud Ibrahim; Hosamaddin Anani; Luay Tappouni; Jamaladdin Yusuf;
Sami Hanna.
Second row: Thomas Azaian; Adnan Fadhil; Gilbert Serkis; Faiq Sliwa; Ramon Nazarian;
Munthar Yusuf.
First row: Wasim al-Qubbaisi; A-Qadir al-Bassam; Fr. MacNeil, S.J.; Kirmanj al-
Talibani; Tariq al-Ani.
Fifth row: (left to right) Samir Yusuf; Muhammad al-Khazrachi; Faiq Daud; Fraidun
A-Karim; Vahe Gharibian; Yerwant Krikor; Armin Skenderian; Shihab al-Sarraf.
Fourth row: Sami Arshak; Nail Nuri; Salman Daud; Wasim Wadi'; Itimad Yusuf; A-Qadir
al-Assaf.
Third row: Usama al-Shabibi; Kamal Dadda; Iyad Gabriel; Wahab Muhammad; Said
John; Nail Shammami; Dhafir al-Fattal.
Second row: Azim al-Sanawi; Yusuf A-Latif; Faris Faraj ; Ali Ghalib; Nasir Maskoni;
Tawfiq al-Bassam.
First row: Saad al-Sarraf; Emmanuel Dinkha; Fr. Mahoney, S.J. ; Ghassan al-Saigh;
Mazin Shawqi.
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Rev. John L. Mahoney, S.J.
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SwcfA raw: (left to right) Ali al-Quraishi; Ismail Kanna; Ali Abdullah; Ali Ghalib; Suhail
Yonan; Abbas al-Shalji.
Fifth row: Mazin Ismail; Umar al-Yaqubi; Salim Daud; Ali Mahmud; Isam Ibrahim.
Fourth row: Namir Ibrahim; Nubar Sethian; Ala Husain; Nabil Naum; Dhia Naman;
Hatem Mukhlis.
Third row: Raad Abdullah; Saad Shakir; Ara Ovanessoff; Luay al-Hafidh; Muwaffaq
A-Sahib.
Second row: Jalal Faiq; Zuhair Elia; Selem Saadi; Hazim Makiyya; Walid Hermes;
Nazar George.
First row: Laith al-Qassab; Emil Azzo; Fr. Travers, S.J.; Ala Sharif; Jabir Adamo.
Sixth row: (left to right) Saib Qalamchi; Muayyad Mahmud; Thamir Jorani; Hani Elias;
Freddy Emmanuel; Garabet Atanossian; Jamil Metti.
\ll< H\SAN MUHAMMAD HUSAIN Fifth row. Leo Sequeira; Shuman Daud; Falih al-Zahawi; MunirFadhil; Akram Korkis
Fourth row: Sami Shaban; Nabil Yusuf; Namir Bahjat; Raad Agoubi; Khalid Jurjis;
Sabah Ayoub.
Third row: Khudhair Haddad; Ismail Ayoub; Mufid al-Umari; Varujan Khalil; Eddy
Hakim.
Second row: Tariq Naji; Adil Yusuf; Jalal Halabu; Nufal Nadhir; Luay Noel; Faris Ismail.
First row: Harith Munib; Nelson Yusuf; Mr. Farmer; Manaf Salih; Jamal Jurjis.
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Mr. Paul T. Sullivan 2C
Mr. Naim Kitto




Fifth row: Paulus Akkash; Munir al-Hasani; Misak Kasganian; Anis Kamal; Sami
Marugil; Samir Salman; Shahen Shahenian.
Fourth row: Amir Jihad; George Ayoub; Salim Daud; Vache Azadian; Saad Salih; Steve
Bonian.
Third row: Faris Faraj; Ahmad Shikara; Mudhar Shawkat; Ibrahim al-Saati; Namir
al-Saudi.
Second row: Munthar Lawrence; Sabah Siddiq; Tariq Taha; A-Razzaq al-Ansari; Douglas
Rowland; Raad Jamil.
First row. Kamal Jurjis; Jamil Yaqub; Mr. Sullivan; Ridha al-Saati; Walid Jalal.
Sixth row: (left to right) Daud Salman; Isam Edward; Falih A-Qadir; Najah Yusuf;
Jamal Nasir; Khalid al-Awqati; Muhammad Isa.
Fifth row: Burhan Adil; Dhia al-Hariri; Nazar Ragib; Vartan Haiq; Sami Sequeira.
Fourth row: Mustafa Kannuna; Salih al-Mumaiz; Samir Haddo; Khalid Mahmud
;
Melvin Arthur; Fathi Bedri.
Third row: Namir Faraj; Ahmad Qanbar Agha; Makram Kalian; Munjid Qattan; Amir
Jamil.
Second row: Hazim Elias; Jibran Yusuf; Raad Francis; Jamshid Armaghani; Sarmacl
Lans; Talal A-Salam.
First row: Amour George; Luay Salih; Mr. Reynolds; Sabri Shamun; Razziq Rassam.
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Rev. Charles W. Mahan, S.J.
Mr. Faisal Najmaddin
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Stttf/i row: (left to right) Baha Alexander; A-Haq Ibrahim; Edmond Michael; Peter Zoma
Muhammad al-Ani; Samir Qarana; Kachik Bedrossian.
Fifth row: Salaam Malik; Hazim Naif; Ramzi Kamil; Zeki A-Mesih; Luay Zabouni.
Fourth row: Harith Khairi; Saad Sadiq; Fatih Michael; Sabri Tobia; Azam Ahmad;
Sahmi Nasir.
Third row: Wajdi Nakashi; Iyad Qadri; Isamjassam; Ali Naji; Fadhil al-Baldawi.
Second row : Raymond George ; Q.ais Fadhil; Raad Khalif; Husainjamal; Sabah Robin;
Faisal A-Qadir.
First row: Muhannad Qattan; Sami Razzuq; Fr. Mahan, S. J.; Safa Muzhir; Malik
al-Hasani.
Sixth row: (left to right) Dinha Tobia; George Babana; Laith al-Saud; Iyad Philip; Shaul
Naji; Antonius Hermes; Sami Salman.
Fifth row: Michael Atallah; Munthar Muhammad; Sabah Bedawid; Ali Muhammad;
Qais Muhammad.
Fourth row: Hanna Shlaimun; Maan al-Gailani; Ghazwan Sabri; Nadir Naman; Namir
Shaffu; Zaid Said.
Third row: Muhammad Bajalan; Ramzi Shakir; Salim Hanna; HabibMansur; Andraus
Arsanos.
Second row: Majid Mahmud; Yusuf al-Umran; Amar A-Aziz; Wadi Nwyia; Riadh
Edmund; Wadud al-Qubbaisi.
First row: Albert Yusuf; Saad Cotta; Mr. Hanley; Nail Bashuri; Zia Spania.
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S'/v/A roa>: (left to right) Samir George; Anmar Ibrahim; Joseph Davida; Alfred Antwan;
Hamid Radhi; Henry Angel.
Fifth row: Boghos Yerwant; Talib Naji; Ninos Yusuf; Sabah Peter; Salim Ahmad.
Fourth row: Amir Habib; Manaf al-Damaluji; Imad Kamil; Vahak Hovakimian; Jack
Yusuf; Robert John.
Third row: Raad Kashmulla; Karim Awni; Khudhair Abbas; Khalid Kassab; Sami
Mahmud.
Second row: Munthar Aziz; Jamal Mahdi; Isam A-Daim; Nahil Peter; Nuri Yaqub;
Muhammad Makiyya.
First row: Ricardo Felix; Maan al-Khudhairi; Fr. Rufail S.J. ; Harith Balal; Saad Tawfiq.
(Absent: Hashim A-Majid; Munir al-Katani)
Fifth row: (left to right) Adil Shaya; Faiz Faraj ; Saad Qunja; Umar al-Askari; Walid
al-Askari; Muhannad Zakaria; Bassam Ali.
Fourth row: Matheos Matheossian; Joseph Nuri; Aqil Haj-Talib; Fadhil Abbas; Khalid
Abdulahad; Jamal Jurjis.
Third row: Muwaffaq Daud; Iyad Bashir; Masud Aso; Mudhar Mahmud; Nasir Yusuf;
Salim A-Hadi; Sinan Majid.
Second row: Isa Al-Shawi; Musa Bahiya; Salman Aziz; Sharko Naji; Amir Salman; Vanig
Livon.
First row: Samir Safa; Khudhir Akkawi; Mr. Appleyard; Anwar Khayyat; Anthony
Paulus.
(Absent: Mahmud Shakir; Yusuf Shahid)
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Mr. George Abbosh
Sixth row: (left to right) Hagop Baklarian; Saad AH; Ghiath Salim; Surin Zawin; Laith
A-Sattar; Gabriel al-Bajani; Sarmad George.
Fifth row: Umar Yusuf; Riadh Sadiq; Wadhah al-Joudi; Basim Ahmad; A-Mujid A-
Karim.
Fourth row: Muhammad Munthar; Asad al-Duri; Wayil Shawqi; Haitham Alios; Azam
Qanbar Agha; Nabil Battah.
Third row: Nazar Amso; Jamil Baban; Zakaria Yahya; Arsham Melconian; Riadh
Jazrawi; Nawros Ismail; Munir Kubba.
Second row: Saadun Habib; Ahmad Walid; Imad Yaqub; Zaid Abdullah; Usam Salman;
Adil Isa.
First row: Said Namiq; Hikmat Naum; Fr. Quinn, S.J.; Nazar Naum; Raibir Sadiq.
Sixth row: (left to right) Jan George; VVadi' Zia; Husain Nasir; Senharib Dinkha; Khalid
Mutieb; Ramiz Said; Baqir Sadiq.
Fifth row: Isam al-Ubaidi; Nimat Sabbagh; Sabih Jaffar; Mahmud Ahmad; Jalal Jibrail.
Fourth row: Saad Najib; Haitham Jassim; Amar Farjo; Shawkat Yusuf; Maan Ahmad;
Rafi' Jalal.
Third row: Raad A-Wahid; Yusuf Elisha; Salim Metti; Samir Sadiq; Mazin al-Qassab;
Varant Khachik; Baghdo Khalil.
Second row: Hasan Ali; Jibrail Ishu; Farqad Yusuf; Quraish Fazi'; Rupen Mazhagopian;
Christy Douglas.
First row: Charles Maqsud; Nabil Hanna; Fr. Decker, S.J.; Ali Musa; Harith Fuad.
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S'/.v^/j row: (left to right) Ghanim Jamil; Habib Paulus; Aram Gabriel; Hasan A-Hadi;
Rant Muhammad; Raad al-Jarrah.
Fifth row: Faris Zaitu; Sabah Kolaso; Khalid al-Sammarai; Haitham Shafiq; Salwan
Maqsud; Tahsin Khalid; Rukni Maqsud.
Fourth row: Ala Emmanuel; Janan Wadi' ; Hasan Haidar; Teddy Emmanuel; Michael
Shaul; Najib Anwar.
Third row: Hamid al-Khudhairi; Hrand Essayi; Francis Ishu; Salim Elia; Nabil Q_a-
santin.
Second row: Saad Salih; Mustafa al-Q_assab; Faiq Qunja; Sarkis Fraidun; Yusuf A-Malik;
Tariq Jassim.
First row: Husain Hilmi; Misbah al-Ghali; Mr. Finn; Wadi' Butros; Ali Abbud.
(Absent: Usama A-Hadi)
Sixth row: (left to right) Walid Mahmud; Raad Jawid; Amir Jabburi; Edison Yusuf;
Yusuf Philip; Saad Faraj.
Fifth row: Riadh Hasan; George Shamu; Raad al-Dabbagh; Hani Marar; Firas Salih;
Hanna Musa.
Fourth row: Haitham al-Zahawi; Selim Toma; A-Razzaq al-Sawad; Muhammad Jassim;
Eddy Yusuf; Faiz Yunis.
Third row: Harith al-Atiyya; Husain Qassim; Hikmat Naum; Nabil Rijab; Sinan al-
Duri; Farid Arsin; Sulaiman Murtadha.
Second row: Jamal Razzuq; Yunis Korkis; Safa Skender; Faris Ayoub; William Wadi';
Nazar Kamal.
First row: John Butros; Ihsan al-Haidari ; Fr. Nugent, S.J.; Khudhir Elias; Isam Jurjis.
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Rev. Clarence J. Burby, S.J.
Rev. John A Miff, S.J.
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.SV.v//; roit': (left to right) Sabah Michael; Wadhah al-Saidi; Andre Hindu; Muhallab
A-Hamid; Riadh Asmar; Hani Shika.
Fifth row: Ghadir Albert; Ahmad Muta'; Faiz Costy; Nabil al-Alusi; Majid Bahnam;
Jan Roca; Dhia Metti.
Fourth row: Muhammad al-Qayam; Joseph Korkis; Dimitri Vestarkis; Ara Ghazarian;
Raad Sadiq; Khalid Daud.
Third row: Yusuf al-Bahrani ; Muhammad al-Awsi; Walid Jurji; Amir Abbas; Gabriel
Joseph.
Second row: Harb Zaku; George Ishu; Nabil Toraa; Imad Abdullah; Muayyad Amin;
Ihsan Kammuna.
First row: Faris Falih; Ayman Muhammad; Fr. Burby, S.J.; Amir Michael; Ziwar Jamil.
(Absent: Saad Wazir)
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Sixth row: (left to right) Wasim A-Shafi; Samir Izzat; Hasan al-Makhzumi; Ali Ghalib
al-Bassam; Raad Salih; Leon Ghazarian.
Fifth row: Fadhil Haddad; Sabah A-Qadir; Yusuf Yonan; Ahmad Nasib; Nabil Jassim;
Suhail Khalil ; Joseph Douglas.
Fourth row: Mazin Abboudi; Maan Kannuna; Muta' Ismail; Clifford Joseph; Qabil
Adam; A-Malik Salim.
Third row: Albert Makardij; Saad Hanna; Riadh Kamal; Henry Philip; Bedros Krikor.
Second row: Nimrud Raouf; Kamal Habib; Muhammad Anwar; I mad Yusuf; Philip
Dawisha; Salman Daud.
First row: Husam Yaqub; Namir Faisal; Fr. Loeffler, S.J.; Ihsan Alladin; George Elia.
(Absent: Anmar Mudhaffar)
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.S7.v//i row: (left to right) Salim al-Pachachi; Jalal Daniel; Artin Stephan; Ahmad A-
Karim; Nabil Wadi'; Fuad Rishan.
Fifth row: Isam Butros; Nasr Hilmi; Yusuf Nuraddin; Nabil Jadun; Shamun Dinkha;
Franso Gullo; Ali A-Wahab.
Fourth row: Saruk Baban; Atallah Salim; Munir Ibrahim; Sabah Hanna; Muhammed
A-Jabbar; Hikmat Yusuf.
Third row: Khairy Bello; Raad Salih; Faiq Atiyya; Suhail Kamil; Saad Bunni.
Second row: Basim Makiyya; Mazin Sabih; Basil Shaya; Khayal Rafiq; Fawzi Nadhim;
Fadhil Abbas.
First row: Kamil Ibrahim; Ziad Muhammad; Fr. Carty, S.J.; George Yonan; Usama
Michael.
(Absent: Muayyad Edward)
Sixth row: (left to right) Dhia al-Darzi; Iqdam Najib; Frank Bahjat; Namir Said; Isam
Korkis; Hermes Mikhu; Haidar al-Shama.
Fifth row: Zaid Mustafa; Victor Rowland; Salim Butros; Wadi' Yusuf; Salah Elia.
Fourth row: Faris Badir; Mazin Badir; Jamal Joseph; Sargon Paulus; Bahir Umar Ali;
Raad Habib.
Mr. J. Michael Toner
Third row: Nabil Jamil; Tariq Joseph; Monik Berj; Ihsan al-Dajaili; Harith Ahmad;
Mukhlis Yusuf; Sultan al-Hathal.
Second row: Samir Najim; Shamil Aziz; Mutlak Safuk; Faiq Butros; Qais Marogi; Saad Ali
First row: Amir Musa; Riadh Shikara; Mr. Toner; Dara Baba Ali; Ali Shikara.
(Absent: Saad Salman)
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Rev. Edward J. Banks, S.J.
Mr. Jamil Salim
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Swtf/i row: (left to right) Umar A-Wahab; Ghazwan al-Sarhan; Ghaith al-Saud; Saad
Daud; Arsham Baltaian; Abadi Abadi; Wamidh al-Jarrah.
Fifth row: Ghassan Basim; Nabil Michael; Ali Sadiq; Wadud A-Baqi; Iyad Kamil.
Fourth row: Nabil al-Tawil; Saad Zanad; Zaid A-Aziz; Burhan Jamil; Raad Yusufani;
Salam al-Chalabi.
Third row: Qutaiba al-Khalidi; Thamir Ghawi; Nadir Faraj; Muhannad Hilmi ; Wayil
Rashid; Munthar Aris; Muayyad Louis.
Second row: Asad Ali; Akram A-Karim; Nazar Naji; Saad Jaibaji; Muthanna Abbas;
Emil William.
First row: Farid Oghana; Rashad Dindo; Fr. Banks, S.J.; Thamir Habib; Muhammad
al-Gailani.
"'I
Mr. Comillk Tebsherany Mr. Hamid ai.-Asadi
Mr. Yasin \1. Kamiiu
Mr. Yunis al-Samarrai
Mr. Talib Kadhim Mr. Khudhair al-Ubaidi
Mr. Daham al-Kayal Mr. Tawfiq Asker
Mr. Fadhil Daqaq. Mr. Ahmed al-Shahad
Mr. Sami Maki ai.-Ani Mr. Muntiiar Yusuf




















































































































Ali Ghalib 2A 93
Abbas al-Shalji 2A 93
Sabah Nuraddin 4A 92
Zuhair Elia 2A 92
SECOND HONORS
Adnan al-Ghalabi 5A 89
Dhafir Elias 5A 89




Ali Mahmud 2A 88
Ismail Kanna 2A 87
Livon Dramirian 5A 86
Khalil Ibrahim 4A 86
Laith al-Qassab 2A 86
Saad Shakir 2A 86
Umar al-Yaqubi 2A 86
Muwaffaq Shamun 5A 85
Hani Matlub 5C 85
Hisham al-Qassab 3A 85
Jalal Faiq 2A 85
Nufal Nadhir 2B 85
Sharko Naji 2H 85
STUDENTS WHO HAVE ATTAINED A MONTHLY AVERAGE OF 70 AND ABOVE
FROM SEPTEMBER 1963 TO FEBRUARY 1964
Class of 1964
5A
Adnan al-Chalabi — 87
Ali Abdullah — 83
Ali Hasani — 76
Athir Battah — 72
Dhafir Elias — 88
Fakhri al-Hilali — 83
George Yusuf — 77
Hilal Daud — 71
Joseph Bahoshy — 73
Kadhim al-Najafi — 77
Laith Hayali — 73
Livon Dramirian — 85
Luay Philip — 76
Muayyad Kadhim — 74
Muhammad Mustafa — 70
Muwaffaq Shamun — 83
Rand Attisha — 73
Raman Dick — 77
Saad A-Daim — 84
Shawqi Jurjis — 70
Walid Mahmud — 83
5B
Ahmad Mahmud — 75
Anwar Barnuti — 71
Haidar Kubba — 73
Kamal Taqtaq — 72
Korkis Michael — 71
Raziq Saigh — 72
Saad Zaku — 74
Walid Elias — 76
5C
Dilair Armaghani — 75
Hani Matlub — 82
Imad Jaddu — 70
Khalid Hikmat — 75
Mahir Faiq — 79
Muayyad Rashid — 71
Nabil A-Latif — 70
Nazar Daud — 76
Rashid al-Kuhaimi — 74
Class of 1965
4A
Amin Salih — 73
Asad Abbud — 71
Athil Alios — 81
Daud Sulaiman — 70
Emmanuel Hermes — 83
Fawzi Zeitu — 80
Fuad Faidh — 77
George Gogue — 78
Imad Mahawili — 71
Khalil Ibrahim — 88
Mahmud al-Tai — 74
Makram al-Shaikh — 71
Makram Anastas — 75
Mazin Sabri — 74
Mudhar Hamid — 81
Qais Naman — 77
Sabah Bakir — 79
Sabah Nuraddin — 92
Samih Rajib — 81
Shant Hovsepian — 78
Stephan Ovanessoff — 75
Suhail Naimi — 80
4B
Alfred John — 82
Daud al-Mudallal — 71
Faiz Qazanji — 72
Farid Tabib — 73
Jesse Roy — 74
Mazin Madhat — 77
N'abil Majdalani — 79
4C
Joseph Said — 78
Namir Saigh — 75
Vartan Par->ighian -- 70
4D
I-'adhil al-Khaffaji — 78
Paris Farid — 84
litaq Albert — 75
N';i'lim Xebouni — 71
Ramzi ( ieorge — 78
Sinan A-Jabbai - 73
Wayil Muhammad — 75
1 of 1966
3A
Ad.l Mahdi — 72
Adnan Sabih — 77
Ahmad Bajalan — 81
Akram al-Attar — 75
Ali Faraj — 80
Amjad al-Umari — 79
Bahir A-Latif — 75
Dhia Sharif — 76
Francis Roca — 73
Hassan Anwar — 76
Hazim Barnuti — 75
Hisham al-Qassab — 85
Husni Habboush — 75
Joseph Finan — 70
Kamal Qassim — 73
Kanaan Makiyya — 75
Khalid Kamal — 72
Khalil Ibrahim — 71
Latif Ibrahim — 74
Leonard Yaqub — 71
Maan al-Ashaiker — 80
Namir Kamal — 79
Saad Shakir — 74
3B
Ali al-Shawi — 73
Amir al-Atrachi — 75
Hagop Anserlian — 77





Adnan al-Dhahib — 73
Daud Jabaji — 70
Faris Shammas — 70
Firas al-Naimi — 77
Hani al-Saudi — 75
Sabah Sulaiman — 70
Said Abda — 79
Yahya Farid — 72
Zir A-Rahman — 72
Zuhair Jamil — 71
3D
AdilAbbosh — 71
Ghassan al-Halabi — 73
Imad Jan — 76
Mazin al-Gailani — 71
Riadh al-Sabti — 76
Riadh Habboush — 77
Wayil al-Khudhairi — 71
3E
Jamil Tu'ma — 78
Ramon Nazarian — 71
Tariq al-Ani — 82
3F
Nail Shammami — 71
Saad al-Sarraf — 75
Sami Arshak — 76
Samir Yusuf — 74
Usama al-Shabibi — 70
Class of 1967
2A
Abbas al-Shalji — 92
Ala Husain — 79
Ala Sharif — 82
Ali Abdullah — 90
Ali al-Quraishi — 81
Ali Ghalib — 91
Ali Mahmud — 86
Ara Ovanessof — 73
Dhia Naman — 81
Emil Azzo — 75
Hatem Mukhlis — 78
Hazim Makiyya — 79
Isam Ibrahim — 79
Ismail Kanna — 87
Jabir Adamo — 71
Jalal Faiq — 81
Laith al-Qassab — 82
Luay al-Hafidh — 80
Mazin Ismail — 81
Muwaffaq A-Sahib — 84
Nabil Naum — 73
Namir Ibrahim — 76
Nazar George — 75
Nubar Sethian — 81
Raad Abdullah — 78
Saad Shakir — 81
Salim Daud — 78
Selem Saadi — 83
Suhail Yonan — 78
Umar al-Yaqubi — 84
Walid Hermes — 80
Zuhair Elia — oi
2B
Akram Korkis — 70
Ciarabet Atanossian — 75
Harith Munib — 75
Manaf Salih — 72
Muayyad Mahmud — 71
Namir Bahjat — 75
Nufal Nadhir — 82
Varujan Khalil — 72
2C
A-Razzaq al-Ansari — 70
Ahmad Shikara — 72
Amir Jihad — 70
Douglas Rowland — 79
Munir al-Hasani — 71
Robert Parhad — 75
Sabah Siddiq — 75
Salim Daud — 70
Steve Bonian — 73
Taha al-Shawwaf — 81
Vache Azadian — 70
2D
Jamal Nasir — 75
Jamshid Armaghani — 79
Jibran Yusuf — 71
Mustafa Kannuna — 78
Nazar Ragib — 83
Vartan Haiq — 74
2E
Ali Naji — 73
Azam Ahmad — 78
Faisal A-Qadir — 80
Luay Zabouni — 79
Malik al-Hasani — 71
Muhammad al-Ani — 79
Safa Muzhir — 72
Sami Razzuq — 71
2F
Ghazwan Sabri — 70
Laith al-Saud — 74
Muhammad Bajalan — 73
Munthar Muhammad — 71
Sami Salman — 71
Shaul Naji — 74
2G
Amir Habib — 71
Harith Balal — 76
Hashim A-Majid — 71
Henry Angel — 71
Jack Yusuf — 79
Maan al-Khudhairi — 77
Manaf al-Damaluji — 77
Munthar Aziz — 73
Nahil Peter — 76
Robert John — 70
Sabah Peter — 78
Salim Ahmad — 70
Sami Mahmud — 84
Talib Naji — 74
2H
Aqil Haj-Talib — 71
Khalid Abdulahad — 73
Mahmud Shakir — 71
Masud Aso — 72
Matheos Matheossian — 73
Muhannad Zakaria — 78
Musa Bahiya — 73
Muwaffaq Daud — 79
Nasir Yusuf — 70
Salim A-Hadi — 72
Sharko Naji — 81
Umar al-Askari — 78
Vanig Livon — 70
Class of 1968
1A
A-Mujib A-Karim — 74
Adil Isa — 77
Ahmad Walid — 70
Arsham Melconian — 75
Asad al-Duri — 80
Azam Qanbar Agha — 83
Basim Ahmad — 82
Gabriel al-Bajani — 77
Ghiath Salim — 71
Hagop Baklarian — 71
Haitham Alios — 80
Hikmat Naum — 81
Jamil Baban — 71
Laith A-Sattar — 76
Muhammad Munthar — 72
Munir Kubba — 82
Mawros Ismail — 74
Nazar Amso — 79
Nazar Naum — 74
Raibir Sadiq — 76
Riadh Jazrawi — 75
Saadun Habib — 76
Said Namiq — 77
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t APOSTLESHIP
Sacred Heart League Officers
Joseph Tuma, Secretary; Hani
Matlub, Vice-Prefect; Fr. Mor-
gan, S.J., Moderator; Mahir
R.azzuq, Prefect; George Gogue,
Treasurer.
THE APOSTLESHIP OF PRAYER
1963 - 1964
The Apostleship of Prayer is a world-wide union of prayer offered in union with the Sacred
Heart of Jesus for the salvation and sanctification of souls.
Promoting this devotion at Baghdad College, and throughout Iraq, are two student organizations-
The League of the Sacred Heart, for the older students, The Knights of the Blessed Sacrament, for
those in first and second years.
Each month, through these promoters, 4800 Morning Offering cards and fifty posters are dis-
tributed to schools and churches. Three hundred letters are sent out monthly urging the reception
of First Friday Holy Communion at Mar Yusuf Church. Holy Hours are conducted in the school chapel.
Knights of the Blessed
Sacrament Officers
Sabah Peter, Prefect; Fr. Burby,
S.J., Assist ;i n i Moderator, Namir
I ,ii ,i|. S< < retary.
O F PRAYER t
SODALITY OF
ra o. P CT
FOURTH AND FIFTH YEAR MEMBERS
Third row (left to right): Mervin Burby, Khalid Yusuf, Walid al-Tawil, Namir Saigh, Nimatallah Warrudi, Athir
Battah, Wisam Saigh, Najib Qunja.
Second row: Marqus Ishaq, Elias Raji, Nadim Zebouni, Makram al-Shaikh, Mushtaq Albert, Ghassan Hikari, Athil
Alios.
First row: Joseph Bahoshy, Ramiz Daud, Ala Antun, Fr. Mahoney, S.J., Raziq Saigh, Dhafir Elias, Muwaffaq Shamun.
With the addition of Father Rufail, a former Baghdad College Sodalist, to the teaching staff of the College, this
years Sodality was able to have a more active year. Father took charge of the third-year candidates, and under
his guidance twenty-two of them met every week to study and learn the Sodality way of life. As their Apostolic project,
they began al mid-year to teach Arabic and Religion to the children of the men working here at the College.
The boys of fourth and fifth-years spent their weekly meetings
on trying to learn what mental prayer is, and how they might use
it with profit. The discussions were carried on by the boys them-
selves.
On one of the coldest days of the Christmas season twenty-six
Sodalists left their warm homes to make a pilgrimage to the various
Churches of Baghdad. Before the cribs of the ice-cold churches the
boys prayed and meditated all morning. The day was concluded
at Al-Hikma University where (hey joined Father Director in
offering the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass. Afterwards they enjoyed
a hoi lunch, some dumbela and prizes and finally a cinema.
In one of the earlier meetings the following boys were choren
officers: Raziq Saigh, Prefect; Ala Antun, Assistant Prefect; Dl atir
Elias, Secretary; and Ramiz Daud, Treasurer.
OUR LADY
THIRD YEAR MEMBERS
Third row (left to right): George John, Iyad Gabriel, Jamaladdin Yusuf, Sabah Tummina, Mahir Hanna. Nabil
Makhai, Hermes Skender, Muwaffaq Kandala.
Second row: Nail Shammami, Imad Jan, Ramon Nazarian, Hani Akkawi, Johnny Makhai, Hanna Yaqub, Rufail
Rnmanos.




Standing (left to right) : VValid Mahmud, Raman Dick, Ghanim Tabchi, Joseph Bahoshy, Michael Simonian, Ahmad
Mahmud.
Seated: Nizak A-Majid. Rafid Attisha, Basil A-Latif, Dhafir Elias, Farqad Salih.
(Absent: Ali Hasani, Hilal Daud, Jibran Yusuf.)
BUSINESS STAFF
Standing lefl to righl : Ashui Dick, Muhyiddin A-Shafi. Sahir Elias, Mervin Burby, 1 iafidh Abbas, Joseph Said, 1 1 anna
Dabbas, Fatal lah Yusu rani, Joseph Aboukathir, [mad Habba.





(left to right): Hasan Qassim, Yeprat Evanian,
Saad Salih, Husni Habboush.
ART STAFF
(left to right) : Korkis Michael, Raad
Bunni, Saad Zaku, Zuhair Jamil,
Jesse Roy.
SCIENTIFIC ACADEMY
This year, the Year of the Quiet Sun, the exploration of outer space, its aims and
means, was the greatest interest of the academy. A program of sunspot investigation was
undertaken. Those with an interest in photography helped with advice on how best to
picture this activity. Readers of Gamow and Hoyle argued the relative merits of the
Steady-State and Big-Bang Hypotheses. Weather observation and amateur astronomy
continued under the direction of Father McCarthy, the Moderator. Under the guidance
of Father Gerry, some of our future doctors explored the art of preparing anatomical
slides. The officers were: President, Walid Mahmud; Vice President, Muwaffaq Shamun;
Secretary, Saad A-Daim; Treasurer, Laith Hayali; Assistant Treasurer, Mazin Sabii;
4th Year Representative, Khalil Ibrahim.

LIBRARY STAFF
Haitham A-Jabbar, Leon Dajadian, Fr. Miff, S.J., Faris Yusuf.
COLLECTORS FOR THE POOR AND THE MISSIONS
Champions of the Poor! Helpers of the Missions! These are the students pictured on this page, the Poor and Mission
Collectors of Baghdad College. Week after week, these are the boys who take the collections and urge their fellow students
to help the needy. In a spirit of friendly competition, they strive to surpass one another to determine which class will
be first. Each week, their efforts are rewarded with constant generosity. They receive no medals but they deserve our
praise for a work well done. Each year, two hundred Dinars or more are collected and distributed to different charitable
societies. On special occasions, like Christmas and "Winter Aid," there is no stopping them. The Poor and the Missions





Third row (left to right) : Fr. Burby, S.J., Fatallah Yusufani, Zuhair Jamil, Joseph Said, Raad Bunni, Joseph Jurji,
Adil Shaya.
Second row: George Gogue, Edmund Paulus, Iqdam Najib, Ramiz Said, Salaam Malik, Joseph Douglas, Saad Bunni,
Sarmad Lans.






The school year was formally opened with the
Mass of the Holy Spirit, celebrated by the
principal, Fr. Harold Powers, S. J.

SECONDARY BASKETBALL
Standing (left to right) : Berj Turabian, Hagop Fahmi, Sahir Elias, Sahran Ibrahim, George Yanni, Mr. Michael Hanley.
Kneeling (left to right) : Shant Hovsepian, Nassar Wadi', Albert Baba, Vartan Parsighian, Joseph Said.
INTERMEDIATE BASKETBALL
Standing lefl to righl : Melcon Kaspar, Vikin Hovsepian, Ali al-Shawi, Vahe Garibian, Nazar al-Mudallal, Mr. Paul
Sullivan.
Kneeling lefl to right : Verwanl Krikor, Sami Khaiiulla. Raad al-(.)ai.si, N'inos \'usuf. Sarkis Hadalian, Freddy Emmanuel.
* BASKETBALL *
The first Saturday in November saw an enthusiastic turnout for the secondary team,
The boys were greeted in turn with a very enthusiastic practice session. With strong hopes
for success, buoyed up by the progress shown in a series of pratice games with the Railroad
and Armenian Clubs, the team looked forward to its first league encounter. Unfortunately,
after a long layoff during the Christmas holidays, the team was a little rusty when the)
met the Nidhal School and lost a close one. Even though this loss eliminated them from
further league competition, the hopes for the future are bright, for graduation will claim
only a few, leaving a strong, experienced nucleus for next season.
The intermediate team, led by high scoring captain Vahe Gharibian, proved to be
a smooth working unit and a worthy representative of the school. Relying on Vahe and
Ali al-Shawi for rebounding strength, the team added a combination of fine passing and
accurate shooting to earn their success. In the big league game against Charbiya, the
the team played a fine game only to lose by a score of 46-45. Vahe led all scorers with
23 points, but received help from third year members, Vikin Hovsepian and Nazar al-
Mudallal, and Ninos Yusuf of second year. After the experience of this early season game,
Mr. Sullivan's spirited "heroes" went on to win in following contests.
* FOOTBALL *
Back row (left to right): Mr. Michael Toner, Najib Qunja, Asad Abbud, Nabil Tuma, Albert Baba, Alfred John,
Mr. Edward Reynolds.
Front row (left to right): Samir Qurana, Khalid Yusuf, Rufail Rumanos, Wathiq Hindu, Vartan Parsighian, Samir
Faraj, Sargon Warda. (Absent: Ashur Dick, Raman Dick, Shant Hovsepian)
In the middle of what promises to be one of the most successful football seasons in
the history of Baghdad College, the team has lost only one game. Under the leadership
of Captain Ashur Dick and high-scoring Albert Baba, the team has soundly defeated
such noteable opponents as Al Hikma University (3-0) and the Student Union Team (3-1).
Sargon Warda, Alfred John, and Nabil Tuma rounded out the offense and did most
of the playmaking. Raman Dick was the key man in the defense. Najib Qunja and Asad
Abbud shared the goal-tending duties, with Najib also filling in very capably at half-
back. Rufail Rumanos and Shant Hovsepian were the hustling links between the offense
and the defense. Samir Qurana, Samir Faraj, and Khalid Yusuf completed the defense*.
<$> <$> <$>


































HOP, STEP, JUMP (OPEN)
800 METERS (OPEN)





































































































A 10 6 3
B 7 4 2
C 5 3 1
D 3 2 1











































































High Scorer — 26 Points Ashur DickNaif Al-Hathal
Consolation Medals
Class A — Nadim Zebouni
Class B — Muwaffaq Al-Baya
Class C — Basil Al-Shawwaf
Class D — Hermes Mikhu
/"~<<
High Scorers Ashur Dick and
Naif Al-Hathal receive their
medals.
hi, YEAR





2H — SECOND YEAR CHAMPIONS
SENIOR CHAMPIONS 4C





















ANNUAL FATHERS-BOYS BASEBALL GAME

SCHOOL CHAMPIONS









Standing (left to right): Hilal Daud, Naif al-Hathal,
Muayyad Kadhim, Hasan Qassim,
Joseph Aboukathir.
Kneeling (left to right) : Ghanim Tabchi, Zuhair
Jamil. Hafidh Abbas, Istabruk al-Imam,
Ghandi Shemdin. (Absent: George Yanni,





In the deadly quiet of the night, Sam's steps
were heard like the beating of a drum, for it was
long after midnight when Sam was returning
home. The street was deserted; the moon glim-
mered faintly between the clouds, while the street
lav in uncertain darkness.
A feeling of fear came over Sam, walking
alone at a time like this and on such a street, for
he was not in a habit of going home so late. Sud-
denly, a car appeared in the street and stopped
right in front of Sam. Two men stepped out. One-
was a tall, bulky fellow who looked like an elephant
10 Sam; the other was a broad-shouldered man
who seemed to be an athlete. They ordered Sam
to gel into the car. When Sam refused, he was
grabbed and pushed inside the ear.
In the car, Sam sat between the two fellows
prisoner guarded by policemen. His heart
i'
: than ever. Charged with the heavy
In cigars of the two men, the atmos-
phere of the car was unbearable.
When Sam asked the two men where they
were taking him, the bulky fellow replied: "To
someone who wants to see you." The two men
answered Sam's questions with curt statements,
which distracted Sam very much. When Sam
asked the bulky man why they were taking him,
he shrugged his fat shoulders and said calmly,
"To settle an old problem, Dan."
What were these fellows talking about ? Why
did they take him? Who wanted to see him? What
problem did they want to settle? These thoughts
haunted Sam's mind. The thought that vexed him
most was, "What are they going to do to me?"
Time seemed endless. The car was going at
a high speed and the road was in the midst of a
wilderness, at least that is how it looked to Sam.
Terrified, Sam shivered like a leaf buffeted by a
gale. But the two men were as quiet as anyone
could be and scarcely noticed Sam, almost ignor-
ing his existence. Sam tried to convince them that
he was not the man they wanted, since they called
him Dan. It was useless. He begged them to let
him go, for his wife would be frantic at his failure
to come home. The two fellows heeded his entrea-
ties not at all.
Finally, the car came to a large house, which
stood alone in the midst of a vast area of large
trees and bushes. The car stopped and the two
men got out, dragging Sam with them. They en-
tered the house, passed a large room, and came to
a half-opened door. They all went in. Sam's eyes
were attracted to a short, ugly man, who was sit-
ting in an arm-chair.
Sam was questioned. He deduced that he was
going to be killed, for a reason unknown to him.
Poor Sam stood frozen before the three men. What
misfortune had brought him to this miserable end?
Filled with horror, Sam stared at the ugly man.
Then he saw the bulky man take a gun. The gun
was pointed toward Sam. Then....






"But why?" I asked. The prefect did not
answer. He looked at me very sharply and walked
away. I knew that I had done something wrong,
because throwing a coke bottle on the ground was
not the proper thing to do. Yet, I tried to appear
innocent.
That was the first time I was invited to deten-
tion. I was in second year. I went there at ten
past three. That was the exact time. I had been
warned not to be late, for then I would have
detention twice instead of once. I found about
fifteen boys there. We took our seats. A sentence
was written on the board, with the notice "150
times."
As I slaved away, I heard the running and
shouting of the students at games. Many of them
passed by the open-door of the detention room.
Some stood there staring at me. Some made funny
faces. That was why I got up and shut the door.
That was the first time I had been punished; yet,
it was not the last. No, don't think that. I was in-
vited to detention again ! This scene begins in the
library.
It was on a Friday afternoon. My friends and
I climbed the stairs in the Administration Building,
and went to the library. As soon as we entered,
the Father Librarian knew that we were potential
trouble-makers. No word did he utter, but he
raised his hand and pointed to the sign "Silence."
The library was half full of students. Not a
sound could be heard. The Father was busy with
some boys. I took a comic magazine from the shelf.
I took it, not to read it, but to hide my face when
I began making funny noises. It was a foolish
thing to do, but I did not realize it then.
It was not long before the Father spotted me.
He walked slowly toward me, but with obvious
displeasure. "Out!" he shouted.
All eyes turned toward me. I heard someone
laughing. The blood rushed to my face; my ears
were hot. The "Get Out" gesture was still pointed
at me. I crept out.
That was the second time I was punished at
Baghdad College. It was also the last. I have
learned something about rules. I finally under-
stood that rules must not be broken. I have learned
after two experiences of my own. I shall not quickly
forget them.
I once asked myself whether it is good to
punish students in the same way I was punished.
The answer is simply, "Yes."
The teachers at Baghdad College do not like
to punish the students. This is the primary reason
for which the assembly is held twice a week. Rules
are read again and again at the assembly. Students
must respect the rules because the rules are estab-
lished for the benefit of the students.
There is a student-prefect in each bus. Why?
Why do the Fathers roam about at the canteen?
The answer to these questions is the same: so that
everyone may ride in comfort and enjoy his lunch
without unnecessary disturbances.
However, if someone breaks the rules, he
must be punished. But even then the punishment
is for his own benefit.
THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF A COIN
BY
JOSEPH BAHOSHY
I was born in a mint in France. I am old and
dull now. A lady picked me up from the street;
she kept me in her purse. But, I am worthless now;
all my relatives are back in the mint. I could have
gone to the mint, too, and I would have been re-
vived again, but I lost my way. Then, this kind
Mrs. Peterson came and put me in her purse.
Peter had been very lonely in Mrs. Peterson's
purse until I came.
I introduced myself to Peter. He was young,
lively and fresh; jealousy was aroused in me; but
he was very kind to me, and so I told him the story
ol my life up to the moment I met him. I started
my story: "I was a youth in the days of Napoleon,
young and energetic; famous ladies kepi me in
their pockets where I felt very comfortable and
secure. But, no sooner had I rested there, than they
exchanged me for some food and abandoned me,
mean creatures!"
All this time Peter had been listening very
attentively. He then asked me to go on with my
story. "Oh, Peter, I can never forget Jeanne. When
I was thrown into the fountain of blessing I met
her there. There was Dick with us, too. We used
to join hands and sing:
Three coins in the fountain,
Whom shall the fountain bless?
I was the one which the fountain blessed.
"With Jeanne, life became more exciting day
by day. I was happy; I loved her with all my
heart. Life had its way; Jeanne was not blessed,
and so she left for good. Believe me, Peter, when-
ever I think about that, I start sighing and each
smile turns into a tear.
"Day by day I was fading away; I left the
fountain ; I left my happiness. My fair hair turned
grey; from gambler to gambler, and from miser to
miser I went. Life meant nothing to me then.
Later I was saved in a miser's cellar with a collec-
tion of other coins. I searched and searched, hop-
ing that Jeanne might be there, but all was in
vain. There was no Jeanne, and no Jeanne would
there ever be. I could not tell where that friend
of mine had gone.
'This is the story of my life, Peter. The wound
has healed, now that I am old and done with. I
want life no more."
'True enough," said Peter. "How tempting
and tormenting life is! I hope I will not be fascin-
ated by anyone."
"Now," said Peter, "Mrs. Peterson is handing
me over to the conductor. I will be on my way
through life again, but you are an antique and
you will be kept as one forever."
Rural Health in Iraq
BY
MUAYYAD RASHID
After the First World War, Iraq had no or-
ganized health service nor any hospitals worthy of
mention. The total number of doctors did not
exceed the figure of ten, while dentists and spe-
cialists were unknown. Thus, speedy steps were
necessary to lay the foundation of a general health
service which would combat the many annual
epidemics. Special care was required for the many
who were suffering from all sorts of diseases, espe-
cially endemic types like malaria, dysentery, and
bilharzia.
Since that time the country has made a great
advance in establishing one of the best free, na-
tional health services in this part of the world.
Iraq has now under its direction 138 hospitals
with a total of 15,000 beds, 1500 doctors, 250
dentists, 500 pharmacists, and thousands of health
officials, nurses, dressers, and other kinds of health
assistants. Moreover, there are now two medical
colleges, one dental college, a college of pharmacy,
a school for nurses, and a number of health
institutes.
This remarkable advance in the health serv-
ives was, from the beginning until the last year,
mainly concentrated in Baghdad, Mosul, Basrah,
and the other important cities of the country. The
inhabitants of the rural districts, who constitute
one third of the whole population of the Republic
of Iraq, and on whom our agricultural and dairy
products depend, remained unattended to, except
perhaps for a few dispensaries for first-aid. Thus,
they remained exposed to all kinds of diseases,
which caused a great loss of labor, while leaving
the people in poverty and misery.
Vigourously applying the principles of social
justice, the Republic of Iraq has decided to extend
health services, by all possible means, to every part
of the rural areas. This is to be accomplished
within a period not exceeding seven years. Thus,
a special "Rural Health Law" has been enacted.
A Health Board has been established with the duty
of taking steps, with the help of the Ministry of
Health and other official and semi-official depart-
ments, to establish hospitals, out-patient clinics,
and health centers - permanent and mobile.
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These are to be established in all parts of the
country, including even the desert and marsh dis-
tricts. Such clinics and centres should comprise
preventive and curative medicine and general
health work. The aim of these clinics will be, in
addition to treating the sick, to protect the people
against endemic diseases, and to guard against
malnutrition. These units will also teach health
education. Special attention is to be paid to chil-
dren and school health, care of mothers, pure
food, drinking water, and general sanitation.
This Health Board has been given full power
to make its own plans and to implement them in
accord with its budget. All officials and employees
in the government and in semi-official departments
will contribute to this project on a basis of one fils
for every dinar of salary or wages. Local commit-
tees and authorities will also subscribe a certain
percentage of their own revenues every year for
this same project.
The personnel needed for the effective execu-
tion of this project will be listed by the Ministry
of Health and the University of Baghdad. Tech-
nical advice and expert help will come from the
World Health Organization (WHO), and other
United Nations agencies. The Board, on its part,
will make every effort to make working and living
conditions in the rural areas as comfortable as
possible for all personnel concerned. These ameni-
ties will also insure the success of the project.
We all hope that this great plan will succeed,
so that the people of the rural districts may get the
medical treatment they need and of which they
have been deprived for so long a time. The econ-
omy of the Republic of Iraq will be greatly en-
hanced by the success of this health project.
With God's help, we all confidently look for-
ward to the fruitful results of this health project
for the welfare of our dear Republic of Iraq and
all the people.
GE'ITA
A drop of water, which was not absorbed by
the earth, ran through a cavity, and with a grain
of sand and a handful of dust formed the beginning
of Ge'ita. Other drops followed, with more grains
of sand and handfuls of dust, and through long
years and centuries composed one of the rarest and
most beautiful examples of natural scenery.
The watery cave was first discovered in 1837
by an American, Mr. Thomson. Then, in 1873,
several explorers were able, after many difficulties,
to enter the cave in a small boat, and with candle
lights and gas lamps explored the cave for ten suc-
cessive hours. They sailed in the atmosphere of a
fairy land, for about a thousand metres.
I could not fail to visit Ge'ita when I was in
Lebanon three years ago. The way to it runs
through green mountains and valleys. It is about
a two-hour ride from Beirut. People of all nation-
alities were crowded outside the cave, waiting for
their turn. We waited about two hours before we
got inside. Fortunately, it was in August, for the
cave is closed for four months, from January
through April, because of the rising water level
which prevents visitors from entering the cave.
The place is reasonably cold, 16°C. Water
drips through some places in the roof, and roars
through others. The ground is damp and slippery,
and one must watch his step to the boat. People
of different countries were trying to reach the
boats, in which one can sail for forty minutes, and
cover a distance of 850 metres. The boats move
between stalactites hanging from the roof of the
cave and stalagmites reaching towards its ceiling.
These natural sculptures glittered in the bright
electric lights and reflected their beauty on the
clear water of the lake.
The cave is 62 metres high, and its length is
more than 6500 metres. It took the explorers seven
days to reach its end; but a visitor is not allowed
to cover more than 850 metres because the smooth
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lake changes, after that distance, to roaring cata-
racts, and the general picture would then seem
deserted and dreadful.
Many stories are told about Ge'ita. The most
interesting is the experience of one of the first ex-
plorers. He put a bottle on a rock when he reached
a certain distance in the cave. After a week, his
son sailed in, and found the bottle. He thought
that he had found a valuable object and was
proud to take it to his father. His father was an-
noyed and promptly took the bottle back to the
cave and deposited it 850 metres from the en-
trance. He wrote the names of the first explorers
on a paper which he enclosed in the bottle. The
bottle is still in the same place and it can be seen
today covered with a layer of calcite two centi-
metres thick.
Experts think that the formation of Ge'ita
goes back millions of years, since the bottle which
was put there in 1873 has gathered only two cen-
timetres of calcite in now ninety years. Imagine
how many years it took to form those immense
areas of stalagmites.
Tourists who visit Ge'ita every year have been
preceded there by their parents and grand-
parents. Primitive man was there ages ago -
perhaps hiding from wild animals or seeking a
suitable climate. Actually, the temperature is a
constant 16°C. in summer and winter. There are
remnants of stone and clay utensils, indicating the
early life of man. A myth says that the people
living in the village neighboring the cave used to
hear the noise of gushing waters, so they called it
Ge'ita, which means in old Syrian, "Roaring
Waters." Soon the name was given to the village,
also.
Imagine yourself in a small boat gliding over
clear water inside a magic cave, amidst huge, at-
tractive, glistening statues, cut by the eternal
designer. It is a wonderful dream-world with cool-
ing breezes. The murmur of its waters sing you a
welcome. It is a natural museum which cost man
great effort and patience over long years, beginning
in 1837.
Now, this brilliant and splendid show-place
of nature is for us to see and enjoy. And, as we





I tried to whisper a word - - any word -
just a word to show them that I was still alive.
I moved my lips, waiting for my voice to escape
from its prison. I waited for my thoughts to meet
someone who understood them. But - in vain.
I tried to cry and pity myself, but my tears refused
to flow. I had to wait and wait for somebody to
help me and prove that I was still a living human
being - - a living human being, trying to hold on
to life. But nobody was there; nobody was there
to care for me; no—b—o—d—y.
No!— the room was filled with white-clad
people, while as seagulls. They were all looking,
stilling at me. I wanted to move; I moved no
limb, but, yet, I moved—don't laugh!—oh, please
don't—I— I was so weak that I couldn't remember
the thing they used to carry patients in. What do
the) < all it ? Don'l you know? You ought to know.
I beg you to oh, never mind I don't want the
thought of losing consciousness to disturb me again.
I entered a white room; everything was white
except for a few black and red lines. A few hands
moved toward them and suddenly a light pierced
my eyes. It was a big, circular, white light. It was
as sharp as a knife. I felt a light within my mind.
My body was trembling terribly. They tried to
stop this agitation. A face moved toward me. I
wanted to fall on my knees and beg this face to
save me—can't you see anything strange?—I beg-
ged the face. Yes, the face—don't be surprised to
see me talking like this—but, that face led me to
its character and personality, revealed a deter-
mined character. It was determination that I saw
in that face, and I needed it. I needed it to direct
me—for I couldn't think for myself any longer. I
knew that I was under its power. Then it faded
—
faded and disappeared.
This was the last image I saw before my
operation. Then, a few days later, when I caught
the thread of life again, began to see things clearly
and react to them, I saw my doctor coming to see
me. I liked him from the first time we met, even
before I knew that he was the doctor who operated
on me. I don't know what attracted me to him,
but something from inside told me that I had seen
this man before; his eyes showed tenderness and
determination—oh! ruthless determination, that's
what I saw in that man. This was the link that
connected my mind to the days before the acci-
dent. I raised my face and thanked him for every-
thing he had done for me. I was so happy that I
cried for the first time since the accident.
I shouldn't have told you anything about
myself; but, somehow, I thought it was important
that I do so, because, though the man is dead now,
I can remember his face as clearly as I saw it then.
Some of my friends said that it was my condition
that drew me to this face. Others said that it was
his strange look of tenderness and determination.
I would very much like to know your opinion




(We wish to thank Captain Jawid Omar Draz, Chief
Pilot of Iraqi Airways, for his kind assistance in the
composition of this article.)
Iraqi Airways has proved from the first year
it was established that it is one of the safest airlines
in the world; especially, if we consider that no
serious accident has ever taken place.
Iraqi Airways was established in 1946 by the
help of a well-known company, the British Over-
seas Airlines Corporation. The first airplane used
had a capacity of eight passengers only. This was
the "Dragon Repeat" biplane. The second kind
of plane was the "Dove" - twin-engined mono-
plane. These planes were used for flights within the
country, for example, from Baghdad to Basra.
Then came a new kind of airplane, the "Vik-
ing"; it could carry twenty-seven passengers. The
service field of this plane was wider than the others.
It went to Tehran, Beirut, Damascus, Cairo, Lon-
don, Basra, Kuwait, and Bahrain.
Up to this time British pilots were used in
flying these planes. In the beginning of 1948 the
Iraq government began to send secondary school
graduates to study in England to become pilots
and engineers.
In the year 1954, new, giant planes flew in
the sky of Baghdad. These were the four-engined
turbo-prop "Viscounts." The Viscounts had a
capacity of forty-eight passengers.
Iraqi pilots took over the control of these
planes in 1958. They have shown themselves to be
extremely competent pilots, for not one serious
accident has ever happened from the day they
took charge. One of the first senior pilots, Captain
Jawid Omar Draz, was chosen as the Chief Pilot.
He has ably taken on the responsibility for the
training, checking, and rostering of all the crews.
Iraqi Airways also has an Engineering De-
partment. Its work is to check and recover the
planes after a certain number of flights. It is di-
rected by an Iraqi, but some foreign experts are
employed for technical advice.
At the beginning of 1964, many of the Iraqi
people saw a new kind of airplane flying over
Baghdad, bearing the insignia of the Iraqi Air-
ways. This was the "Trident." Three of them will
be in use by the beginning of 1965. The Trident
is one of the latest types of aircraft in the world.
It has three Rolls Royce jet engines, which are
located toward the back of the plane. Its speed is
more than 600 miles per hour.
A new international Airport is now being
built in Abu-Ghraib, West Baghdad; soon this
will be ready to receive a great number of air-
planes daily.
Those secondary school graduates who would
like to be the pilots and engineers of Iraqi Airways,
should have the following qualifications: good
knowledge of English and mathematics, strong
physique, a height of at least five feet eight inches,
good appearance and pleasing personality. Before
making a decision to embrace the work of a pilot,
it is necessary that one should take into consider-
ation all the "pros" and "cons" of this career, as
it involves great responsibility.
Those who wish to become aeronautical en-
gineers must also, as with pilots, possess a high
standard of English and mathematics and they
must have an aptitude for mechanics.
Baghdad College is very happy and proud to
note that a considerable number of its graduates
have, from the first years of Iraqi Airways till the
present, been employed as pilots, engineers, office
managers, and technicians for this excellent airline.
Very sincerely we all thank God for the great
success of Iraqi Airways and we ask every blessing
of God upon this efficient and courteous line for
countless years to come.
THE DEMON OF EXACTITUDE
BY
MICHAEL SIMONIAN
It was a Thursday afternoon, when our school
bus left for home. I had just spent a terrible day:
examinations, unfavorable marks, difficult home-
work assignments, and, finally, a tiresome baseball
game, which, of course, we lost.
When I arrived home I had my lunch. Then,
I took out my notebooks and began to review my
lessons. I was tired and worried. It was impossible
to concentrate on my notes. I could only dwell on
the unfortunate events of the day.
The sombre stillness of my room was dis-
turbed only by the tick-tock of my alarm clock
and the vibrating flicker of the table-lamp, which
gave a strange purplish hue to the room.
Minutes faded into hours. The clock struck
nine. It was already getting late. For a few minutes
I looked through the window. All was enveloped
in darkness and rain. Black clouds shrouded the
moon. Sleep was beckoning. But I heard the clock
ever reminding me that I had all kinds of examin-
ations and homework for the following day.
I was so sleepy that I had to fight to stay
awake. I made myself a big cup of very strong,
black coffee. The intended stimulant had no effect.
I was so weary that I began to think of postponing
my homework until the early hours of morning.
By then, I argued, I would have had a restful sleep
and I would be ready for hard study. But who
would awaken me so early? I heard the tick-tock
again. I stared at the clock and it seemed to say:
"I haven't the habit of sleeping and I would like
very much to help you." How could this be? Yes,
yes. "Gently I shall interrupt your pleasant sleep
early tomorrow morning."
What a splendid idea ! So, I picked up my
exact and faithful friend and set it carefully for the
morrow. Then I put it under my bed. In a very
few moments I was under the blankets and quickly
I fell asleep.
In my dreams I saw scores of drummers. Yes,
there were real drums; the tick-tock tattoo of the
drums became ever louder, shaking my bed and
torturing my nerves throughout the night. Yet
again I dreamed and was terrified by the piercing
cry of some screaming mechanism.
My alarm clock is well known for its exac-
titude and its powerful bell. Even I, the victim,
have always admired its punctuality. After all,
exactitude is a characteristic of noblemen and
rulers. In my dream I realized how that devil of
promptness was going to behave very early in the
morning. 1 hated it for its exactness. I am sure
that you would also hate" and despise your alarm
clock in similar circumstances.
Suddenly I awoke. The clock pointed to three
minutes to three o'clock. My heart felt numb; my
spirit depressed. How long have I been awake?
Have I really slept at all? In any case, who could
now sleep for only three minutes?
I begged the alarm clock to be late just once,
please. Stop beating so that I might get my needed
rest. In vain. No mercy. The tick-tocks now seem-
ed drowned in an anvil chorus, the alarm-bell,
exactly at three o'clock.
To me it was a dreadful scream in the night,
dark and dreary. I reached under the bed and
shut off the alarm. I wanted to break the monster
into a thousand small pieces.
I need not tell you how difficult it was to
abandon my warm bed and get to my uninviting
desk. I weighed many possible excuses, but, no
use. The only answer to that horrible bell was to
get up and finish all my homework.
From that frightful night until this present
day I have never tempted the exactitude of my
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J.P. BAHOSHY & CO. W. L. L.
BAHOSHY BUILDING, SINAK
South Gate, Baghdad. Telephone No. 81610
W. S. Barron & Son Ltd., Gloucester
R. Hudson Ltd. Leeds
S. A. M. I. C. Malines
AAyford Engineering Co. Ltd. Beeston Nttghm.
Mulcott Beling Co. Bradford
Oster Manufacturing Co. Cleveland Ohio
Norton Grinding Wheel Co. Ltd.
Welwyn Garden City
E. Pass & Co. Ltd. London
Rheinstahl - Gelsenkirchen A. G.
V. A. G. Mannheim
Morrison Marshall Ltd. LONDON
Brades Nash Tyzack (sales) Ltd., Birmingham
Edgar Allen, Co. Ltd., Sheffield
The British Tap & Die Co. Ltd.
The International Twist Drill Co. Ltd.
REPRESENTING
Flour Millstones
Light Railways Material & Wagons
Brick Making Machinery
Precision Lathes & Craftsmen Carpenter Mchy.
Machine Belting
Pipe screwing Machinery & screwing Tackle
Abrasives & Grinding Wheels
Hydraulic Thrust Boring Machine & Accessories
Cast Iron Pipes & Specials
Valves Hydrant etc.
Mitchell lathes and Machine Tools
Hardware and Assorted Hand Tools
Lathe Bits and Twist Drills
Stocks & Dies
High Speed Twist Drills
MYFORD LATHES
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DUHLOP PRODUCTS
ALL TYPES OF PASSENGER, GIANT,
EARTHMOVER, GRADER,





VARIOUS TYPES OF CUSHIONS FOR FURNITURE,
CINEMA SEATS ETC,
SOLE DISTRIBUTORS IN IRAQ
ABED CO. W.L.L.
MAIN OFFICE : MUASKER AL RASHID ROAD, BAGHDAD





OVERLOOKING THE TIGRIS RIVER
AIR-COOLED BEDROOMS,
LOUNGE, BAR AND DINING ROOMS
ALL ROOMS WITH PRIVATE BATH
Telegram : A L Z I A Telephones : 82462, 4808
ANDREA'S PHARMACY
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL CHEMISTS
TUSSAMAG COUGH MIXTURE




I to 100 H.R
HALATAH BROTHERS ENqiNEERJNq (Lid.)






58/177, Ras aI Qarja BAGHDAD
T , \ Press : 80787
TElEPhoNES )STATJ gy : 87505
CAblEs : SaItom - BAqhdAd
You can believe us if you try us once.
PROMPT DELIVER! CLEAN PRINTING MODERATE PRICES











THORN ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES LTD.
LONDON, ENGLAND
Distributors





HIGH -nir «n Tiff ELECTRICAL
QUALITY
MTl |/r bl.tCIK L.
. £j. 1X1. PRODUCTS
Represented by :
F. & A. TAWFIK YONAN
BAGHDAD TEL.: 4937
IMPORTENT - CONTRACTORS - WHOLESALE DEALERS






F. & A. TAWFIK YONAN
KHASSAKI MOSQUE SQUARE - BAGHDAD, IRAQ
s* C •
Telephone No. 4937 Telegraphic add. "YONAN Baghdad"










IBRAHIM J. SAAD & FILS
TEL. : 8 9 7 8 1-4
114 AL IRAQI
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CRESCENT PHOTO STORES
A.ABB0SH&C0.
354/1 RASHID STREET BAGHDAD
CAMERAS OF WORLD
RENOWN X
AGFA OPTIMA REFLEX 24x36 AGFA SILETTE I 24 x 56
FILMS



























SOLE AGENTS AFRICAN IRAQI TRADING C° (P.LS.C)
BAGHDAD- BASRAH TEL 87393 - 82355
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Created for the pilots of SAS (Scandinavian Airlines System)
on the occasion of its inaugural flight over the North Pole, the
POLEROUTER automatic watch (No. 101 or 102) has since
become a memorable symbol of Swiss watchmaking supremacy
and is acclaimed one of the most rugged and dependable watches
in all the world. The POLEROUTER is equipped with a high-
precision self-winding movement. Completely impervious to
the extremes ol climatic conditions, the pniiKm II K
provides maximum waterproof protection and performs with
superb excellence dayaftei lav all over the globe, in all latiti
from the Pole to the I ropics.
The POLEROUTER DATE (No. 103), with its automata
Calendar feature, tells not only the precise time but also the
exact date.
POLEROUTER means high-class workmanship. A watch specially designed for performance Available in IH K. gold, steel with g"hl /<>;> "> ttainlt
Calendar watch :
The date automatically changes every 31st of the month. At
the end of other months, the calendar must be adjusted manually
as follows :
The change of date is effected (from 30th to 1st, or 2Xth to 1st),
by moving the hour hand back and forth between V p.m. and
1 a.m.. until the desired date has been obtained.



















TEL. 87393 - 82355
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The five times new top camera
Contaflex
This is the new CONTAFLEX which meets your every
photographic wish — even those which so far seemed just
a dream. And it does not make the slightest difference if
you just want to take snapshots or go for really super pic-
tures. Once you know all the features of the CONTAFLEX
super B you will see how easy it is to make best, your fastest,
your most brilliant and most difficult pictures !
Specification :
ZEISS TESSAR 2.8, 50 mm lens — automatic exposure —
also for flash — temperature-compensated exposure meter,
double rangefinder, control station in the viewfinder for all
camera controls, poor weather correction, bayonet mount
for interchangeable lenses. Synchro-Compur shutter 1 to
Vsoo second, self-timer, fully synchronized.
—s-u-f p r B
Sole Agents in Iraq: UNDUETSCH TRADING Co. (W.L.L.)
Bab Sharqi — Baghdad
A. W. FABER-CASTELL
SUPPLIES
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SOLE AGENTS IN IRAQ,: UNDUETSCH TRADING CO. (W.L.L.)
BAB SHARQI BAGHDAD
AL IRAQI 119
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Associated Electrical Industries Ltd. Electric Motors, Switchgear.
Blackstone & Co. Ltd. Industrial & Marine Diesel Engines,
Generating Sets.
Blaw Knox Ltd. Contractors' Plant & Equipment.
Bricovmo Ltd. Pistons & Rings, Cylinder Liners.
Coventry Climax Engines Ltd. Fork Lift Trucks, Fire Pumps.
F. L. Douglas (Equipment) Ltd. Dump Trucks, Tugmasters,
Special Vehicles.
Howard Rotavators Ltd. Rotary Hoes.
John Fowler & Co. (Leeds) Ltd. Diesel Crawler Tractors.
Jaguar Cars Ltd. Jaguar Cars.
R. A. Lister & Co. Ltd. Diesel & Petrol Engines, Generating
Sets, Pumps, Auto-Trucks.
Massey-Ferguson (Export) Ltd. Agricultural & Industrial Tractors,
Combines.
Marshall Sons & Co. Ltd. Diesel Road Rollers, Track Mar-
shall Tractors.
R. H. Neal & Co. Ltd. Neal Mobile Cranes, Neal-Unit
Excavators.
Frederick Parker Ltd. Crushing & Asphalt Plants, Concrete
Mixers, Loaders.
Petbow Ltd. Diesel Generating Plant, Welding Plant.
Pritchet & Gold and E.P.S.Co.. Ltd. Dagenite Batteries.
The Pyrene Co. Ltd. All Types of Fire Fighting Equipment.
Rolls-Royce Ltd. Industrial, automotive, marine & rail Diesel
Engines.
Rolls-Royce Ltd. Rolls-Royce & Bentley Cars.
Sellers & Co. (Huddersfield) Ltd. Textile Finishing Machinery.
F. Taylor & Sons (Manchester) Ltd. "Jumbo" Diesel Hydraulic
Cranes.
F. E. Weatherill Ltd. Hydraulic Tractor Loaders.
J
Worthington-Simpson Ltd. All types of Pumps, Cooling Towers.
Branches: Mosul MUASKAR AL RASHID RD. Tel. 99091/2/3





EARNESTLY BEG COD'S BLESSINC ON
THE CLASS OF 1964
THROUGH MARY OUR IMMACULATE MOTHER
CONGRATULATIONS





FARID OBEID & CO. Will
Importers and Manufacturers' Repr esentatives
Suppliers to Government Dep artments,
|
Factories and Public Organizations
of the following :










Hardwares & Non-Ferrous Metals
etc... etc... etc...
The Company also holds, locally, a Big
Variety of Laboratory Equipments and Ins-
truments suitable for Colleges, Laboratories
and Pharmacies at Reasonable Prices.
Please call on, write to, or telephone :
FARID OBEID & CO.
W.L.L.
Al-Bassam Building, Sadoun St., Baghdad
.11 <*L\
Af.i iVJ.*-^**}?.







Rashid Street, BAGHDAD (Iraq)
Manufacturers Representatives, Importers & Distributors of :
—
PHOTO and CINE CAMERAS, PROJECTORS and EQUIPMENT
TYPEWRITERS, DYMO LABEL MAKERS ( DYMO TYPEWRITERS
)
TAPE RECORDERS, SHAVERS, WATCHES
NOVELTIES, SHIRTS, SWIMWEAR
LEATHER and TRAVEL GOODS
SPORTSGEAR
Tailors, Merchants and Department Store
Contractors to the Ministry of
EDUCATION and DEFENCE
New Contracts Solicited.
Telephones : 4376, 89355, 89358, 92479







LEVANT EXPRESS TRANSPORT S. A.
ESTABLISHED 1930
TRANSPORTERS, SHIPPING AGENTS,
FORWARDERS, PACKERS, CUSTOMS BROKERS
© GENERAL AGENTS
FOR IRAQ and ARAB GULF :
© GENERAL AGENTS
FOR IRAQ and ARAB GULF :
© GENERAL AGENTS
FOR IRAQ and ARAB GULF :
© GENERAL AGENTS
FOR IRAQ, SYRIA and LEBANON
© SHIPPING CORRESPONDENTS :











Schenker and Co., G. M. B. H.,
Germany.




Direct Regular Sailings between U. S.
Atlantic Ports and Arab Gulf Ports.
Direct Regular Sailings between North
European and Arab Gulf Ports.
Direct Regular Sailings between Japan and
other Far East Ports and Arab Gulf Ports
Express Freight Service Germany/Iraq.
World Wide Shipping Service.
Survey Reports issued for goods insured
with German Insurance Companies.
ALEPPO, TRIPOLI, BAGHDAD, BASRAH, MOSUL,
KHANAQIN, TEHERAN, TABRIZ, KHORRAMSHAHR, KERMANSHAH,
AHWAZ, BANDAR-SHAHPOUR, ARAK.
THROUGH BILLS OF LADING ISSUED TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD
GULF AGENCY GO. (BASRAH) W.L.L.
BAGHDAD & BASRAH
ESTABLISHED IN 1956
Baghdad — Rashid Street, Telephone
Basrah — Hurriyah Street, Telephone, 3114, 3115, 3511, 4809
Post Office Box 5 — Telegraphic Address, Confidence, Basrah.
The Company handles the Agencies of Ships plying between the Iraqi Republic and the Ports of
the Arab Gulf, Norway, Sweden, Germany, Denmark, Belgium, Holland, Italy, Japan, India,
Pakistan and Ceylon, being Agents for four regular lines with modern and fast vessels operated by
Messrs. Wilh. Wilhelmsen of Oslo, Norway. The Swedish East Asia Co., Gothenburg, Sweden,
Messrs. Nppon Yusen Kaisha of Tokyo, Japan and Messrs. Sir Lanka Shipping Co., of Colombo,
Ceylon.
The Company handles reservations of seats on all airlines operating through the Iraqi Republic
and also arranges passages on passenger vessels as well as making hotel reservations abroad.
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For all your photographic problems or requirements contact
PHOTO VICKY
The only Photo Centre which gives you full satisfaction on Automatic Machines.
Specialists for COLOR Photography
Processors of Anscochrome Films
Ektachrome »
Agfacolor »
Movie Films 8 & 16 mm.
Prints Color From Negative & Positive Films
Copying Slides Coior & B. & W.
Sole Agents for :
P E R U T Z West Germany
A N S C O U. S. A.




SOLE DISTRIBUTORS IN IRAQ
FOR
BUICK and CHEVROLET Cars and Trucks
DEALERS IN :
AUTOMOTIVE PARTS AND ACCESSORIES, LUBRICATING OILS AND GREASES,
TYRES AND TUBES, REFRIGERATION AND AIR CONDITIONING.
HEAD OFFICE: AL RASHiD STREET, BAGHDAD
Branches : BASRAH — MOSUL





FORGES DE LA PROVIDENCE
BELGIUM - STEEL
Ste. Ame. JOHN COCKERILL - BELGIUM. Steel Railway Sleepers.
COMPTOIR DES ACIERIES BELGES - BELGIUM. — Rails.
LA BRUGEOISE ET NIVELLES — BELGIUM. Railway Rolling Stock.
Soc. Gen. Des Minerals, S.A. — BELGIUM
Tin, Copper, Lead
Comblemetal — Phenix Works — BELGIUM
Galvanized Steel Sheets, Tinplates
Ferblatil — BELGIUM
Cold Rolled Steel Sheets, Tinplates
Laminoirs de Longtain, S.A. — BELGIUM
Steel Window Sections
Donsk Cement Central — DENMARK
White Cement — Cempexo
Photo-Produits Gevaert, S.A. — BELGIUM
Photographic Goods
Voigtlander — GERMANY
Precision & Amateur Cameras
Chas. Mackinlav & Co. Ltd. - ENGLAND
Whisky
Associated Paint Manufacturers — Ltd. ENGLAND
Paints
Carrers Limited — ENGLAND
The famous Craven "A" Cigarettes
130 AL IRAQI
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WHETHER YOU TRAVEL FOR BUSINESS OR PLEASURE
ORIENTOURS
WILL SOLVE ALL YOUR TRAVEL DIFFICULTIES
Travel - Tours - International - Transport - Shipping - Forwarding - -
Foreign Exchange - Customs Clearance - Air Freight
Head Office
445/1 Rashid Street, Baghdad - IRAQ, Phones Nos. 6251-84253-87751
Cables : "ORIENTOURS" - Branches : j *™$* "_ ™UK
Agents & Correspondents : THROUGHOUT THE WORLD
The Orient Travel Corporation - "ORIENTOURS »>
Members of the International Air Transport Association (I.A.T.A.)
Members of the AMERICAN SOCIETY OF TRAVEL AGENTS (A.S.T.A)
Members of the International Federation of Travel Agencies (F.I.A.V.)
Members of the WORLD ASSOCIATION OF TRAVEL AGENTS (W.A.T.A)
Members of the ARAB ASSOCIATION OF TRAVEL AGENTS (A.A.T.A.)
GENERAL AGENTS FOR :









Specialized in legal questions affecting Customs, Duties, Import Licences, etc.
Agent for FORSTER & SABBAGH Co. and LEVANT EXPRESS TRANSPORT Co.
and other well known firms
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SURGEON DENTIST FOR BAGHDAD COLLEGE
CHURCH STREET — BAGHDAD
Tel. : Clinic -- 81911 K\\\\ : <ol.»JI J^iJj
Residence — 92458 UioA : jSL.II
HOTEL KHAYAM
BAGHDAD
THE FINEST IN TOWN AIR CONDITIONED THROUGHOUT
COURTEOUS SERVICE IN
BAR — TEAROOM — RESTAURANT
AND EUROPEAN CUISINE
ALL 60 ROOMS WITH BATHROOM
AND 7 COMFORTABLE SUITES
SEIBERLING
SUPREME NYTEX 150
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Sole Distributors for Iraq
AMERICAN AUTOMOTIVE CO.
HEIR OF C. BOUKATHER
Republic Street
BAGHDAD
Cables : AMAUCO Tel. 81646
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TELEPHONES 81274, 82740, 98780
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(Successor to J. D.
No. IA/A Abu N
MESSAYEH DISTILLERY)










A. R CONDITIONINCj IS MORE THAN (JUST AIR CONDITIONING)

















Types SCF, SCB. SPB and SRT.
Capacities up to 150,000 cfm.
SPINNING DISC HUMIDIFIER
Foui sizes—interpolating 1, 2, 3 or 4
units. Capacities 2,200, 4,400, 6,600
and 8,800 cfm.
SPRAY WASHERS
Types Slnglo Bank—saturation effi-
ciency— 70% Double Bank— satura-
tion efficiency—85 o
AIR CONDITIONING UNITE
Space saying integrated packager.
units. Capacities 2,200, 4,400, 6.60CA and 8,800 cfrn.
ELECTRONIC AIR CLEANERS
Cleans down to 001 microns.
Sizes from 1 ceil— 1,150 dm. to 60
cells— 106,800 cfm.
CAPILLARY AIR WASHERS
Sizes from 1 cell— 1.100 cfm. to 120
cells— 132,000 cfm.
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AIR CONDITION - HEATING - REFRIGERATION - VENTILATING SERVICES
ThERMO-CONTROl
FAkhm RAhMATAlUh — Aram CAbRJEl
[)f sic^n Supply InstaLLation
Mi belt k JassIm Bldq., BAqhdAd, Iraq
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C. JOHN HALKIAS
SAADUN STREET
BAGHDAD, IRAO - TEL. 81459
ZENITH — TV, Radio, Hearing aid
LEONARD — Refrigerators, Air Conditioners,
Freezers, Washing Machines
TANDBERG — Tape Recorders
MAGIC CHEF — Gas Ranges
FASCO — Fans
ARCTIC CIRCLE — Air Coolers
ARMS & AMMUNITIONS






The Times Printing and Publishing Public Shareholding Company
Established in 1921 Baghdad and Basra
140 AL IRAQI
YOUR SPORTS RESULTS WILL MATCH WITH YOUR
EFFORTS WHEN WEARING THESE
JUMBO GYM SHOES
Made from superior Duck
by craftsmen under expert guidance
and supervision in White,
Brown or Grey colour.













Registered Company for River Transport
Freight booked on through bills of Lading for
Through (Overside), Transferred, and Local Cargoes
Special Quotations offered for large shipments
Sea-going transportation in the Arab Gulf between
Basra, Kuwait, Bahrain and Saudi Arabia
OWNERS OF BRICK FACTORIES
Owners of Machine Bricks
Factories and Suppliers
Owners of large farms and real Estate
Head Office: BASRA Branches: AMARAH, Baghdad
Bankers: British Bank of the Middle East, Eastern Bank,
Ottoman Bank, Arab Bank and Rafidain Bank














L. & D. MANGASARIAN (W.L.L.)










L & D MANGASARIAN (W.L.L
3/184 Ras el-Qaria, Baghdad
T , ^ 8 2 4 2
'I 80 2 60
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LEITZ
for those who want the best
Since the days when it pioneered
miniature photography,
LEICA has been regarded by experienced
photographers as the ultimate goal
— the key to better pictures.
This is not only because the LEICA
is a master-piece of precision,
but because it has exclusive features
which have been designed and built for
fast, accurate, and versatile work.
People everywhere recognize this
— a fact proven by the evidence
that most LEICA cameras
are purchased upon the recommendation
of Leica owners.
Ask anyone who owns a LEICA
Our technical staff is at your service
to recommend the most suitable LEITZ
— microscopes and other optical









Wherever in the world
you travel...you're better
off with Pan Am-world's
most experienced airline!
(ASK YOUR TRAVEL AGENT)
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of SUSSEX — Fire
Extinguishers.





























REMEMBER TO VISIT US
FOR YOUR REQUIREMENTS OF
AsprlAlT & P.V.C. FIOOR TiLeS
IJnoIeum & Lancastreum
RAwlpluq FixiNq Devjces
"Owen" STEEl SlOTTEd AlNqlES
"Treetex" Acoustjc TiUs
ClippER Masonry Saws & BIacjes
Mi iaI I AihiNqs
SieeI Wjre MEsh Screens
GIass BRicks
"PIastjcIajr" CoRRuqATEd Rolls
\\<\ PUsiic DftoRAiivt HAMdRAils ANd otMer materjaIs fOR
decoRATiNq youR Homes, Offices, etc.
A V'isil IO US Will l)F WElcOMEd
ALI RAhAT CO. W.L.L.
SAADON SIRM I, BACHDAD
hi : 84/J/, 815J9









a o i e o e
Saadoon Street P.O. Box 279
Baghdad
Tel. 88708 8c 89266
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IN SERVICE EARLY 1964
*^M
Triumphantly swift, silent, serene
The VC10 is a plane of majestic power. It is triumphantly
fast. Yet the VC10 is the quietest, smoothest plane you can
fly in. For the power is in the tail. The four Rolls-Royce
Conway jets are rear-mounted and you fly in the comfort
and silence ahead of the power. This magnificent plane
comes into regular scheduled service, early in 1964. And
BOAC moves a clear six years ahead of any other airline.
i
i
Proved Rolls-Royce power from 4 Conway jets
BOAC was first with jets. Now they bring you the VC10 built
by the British Aircraft Corporation. Its advanced Rolls-Royce
Conway engines are developed from the experience gained in
26 million hours of jet service in the air. With a thrust of
21.000 lb each, the new Conway R.Co. 42 Is are the most
powerful civil jet engines in the world.
For information and bookings consult your usual IATA Appointed Travel Agent or BOAC
BAGHDAD: BOAC, Skender Stephen Bldg., Sadoon Street, opposite Baghdad Hotel, Tel. 86446-83346-83284 -
BASRA: BOAC, Shatt Al Arab Hotel, Basra Airport, Tel. 7286 - KIRKUK: Bahjat Hassan & Co., Atlas Street, Tel. 2805.
All over the world BOAC takes good care of you
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JU ^y. aJJ Jj <-l:i £jj\ JlSj s_>j J' J Lf
y>-lj j^>- un ^Jiiajlj f*??6^ <—jbf (J *JUs>l a*.J»Ij:II
j. OpUsII jyVl aJUslI JjJLI ^1 >i« Jl
a^ jujj: s_~fi!l IJLa ^JlpI cj>$3 a^jJj]! Jj>y^
SUx»
. stioii vi oi^ ur i^ui ii^V)^ Jsii-i fc-~i£i
oLv^l 5_;f- J^>- J.p j^xJl cJj» . liJOJlj ^ijl IJl \ci>
jl *ij aJUII t-\j Ji I y^ lr^f-l 4xjL:U S^ijxl ^P/1
C~^ik:i ^_^a^)I jyx.Jl Ja^ ^aJl oi.ki- (_> JJl ^*jS\
Ajj^Uil oJia cJUi U ^jV ^-iiU ^l^-j ^_a!>- j^
^.J^>Jl UJala ^.Pli . APilJl iJLo.J-1 ^j yi) AjUJl
Uj^>tA Jl» l^lSs^< JO ^$3=^ JS" V l^iJ-5 ^—^," ^*?
•ylSJ Cy *^.~>j J.*j Jj a jyd I j^iaJI Ol^?l C-J>5x-«j
LLjd AJa-^l A^ilil 4jL*i-l l^^cjJl jL>6-il i^-J • V"
Up«JLv OlJLi LL i ip /Uil A>-1^- Ja—i r C JUlI^p^JL J J.p jcl Sl a 1^_
^y^j 7S-
V* ^^j^* wfl>- l~li ^> JL'I _/Ji^aJI Llo jlj-bt- dJu^
JjloJLI y.7; jU^ Jl l^aj jlS^ aJUJI AA^JaJi iwip
J>,j l^ 15} iL*^ I Li yh ^k^i I O ^il I JjAA- 1 J^»
Y^ 4 jV 1 \
jp c~^i J cJ a? JjV! JljJl jp iU-Vl jl
... oj^a.9 oji a*j C-Jjl JLaJ V la* L . . . ^JliJI^ jjliil
^Uji ^i ^& Iaj... aJISCI ajU-VI »-j»-I J J'j Jb V
Jl J,UI a^ U jl Jp jU^f
Ji ^; CJ-' IxfU* ifcj
aJj aJ,_
. . . ^l;*«l jo —
Cw^jl jl Juu (jbli lilij (^SU*-I 1* -\jy liU
jU^I J fa?~l ^U jl jl~j J 4il V jU*x/yi j*
•••J?
5 a*
. . . di^ I c*uJ aiJ —
V . ^1 -
v i.uir ^a)i ^-i d\i .. dU*i ... jo —
a—ixij ... 4^5"! jl s^£ jlSj . . ~«l J, . .. .*')
«uxJ ail ... V JL55I jjl ... oil (jLJI ^a!l ^Ljjl
j: j» Ia . .VU- ^a^L-j 5a?- Ij £kJ- ... iU-^Jl J
~-jjJ o*>l:«l ~**^l Jj/jj a;p_j .. , ,jH ^_j;xj .^a*^






JL o aiJ dLjl J c ujW J ... V
<L» jj^ais^ll «Ja:.~-l N ,jk»lp jyti <ol V Jjj^l 1*
L*?-l , ip« ip ,k
—
j 4P.il -J ...y&
*r.
^J>j ^P Jflj-j ^I jJ
... a>-IJI aJJSj AjJlkil SJ&J L ja ... ^a ^_>-Li
... 41* ^ai^L- Jj ... Jj^l LU JLL-I
s
JI i_^£
,^pi ^Jj U«i iJfWaJl Sj> ail . . >wJiiLjl
^ u
^1^
^iT a^ oli ^a)l i>Ul J/*JI ajI Ju ^/
^\suj>\j A>-ji Ujj^ 4k:" jr:pNl jl c aIl^VI ^i
l_r l ... Ulpl I^IL" ^ jl .. Ji^-I c^i jj» U
ajU-VLi U;l jl ipj <ckl Cos Lf U~-l ... 5j;*«j a!^-
_^ t; I^L'Uj jl ... al*JJI apUI oJU Lj * jNl l^p
oa*^ ^.^2.1)1 ,^x] <iJij ^c-k* aiJ ... /jSJj ... ^J
J ^^k:T *tL-Vl oU; ail ... ^kl^ yf jl^iNI
ol>«ij ... Ujuk Jl aJ^JL C-^aJ l^-l .. l^ILwa^ [Op
^9jw 4jl j^^-U yio J*xl<stXi ,.ii o-j'
...JJjJ ^P A*JJ Jl C-fill ^J ^)l .. g^-ti V^
^iliv-l S^kj ! j cJs»U-l Jil «-b^JI jl&Nl oaA U




.v Lb j,& v ... 'J ...j -ju
!Jl»j tlU Jbjl Jil ..V JJ-I k-Jill
.Jail ~il U VI .. v_J>- Jl W
*Lv>-lj JjUjj v_>- UAj SL->- aLU SL>- j.jjI LjI ^l>-
JUll aJLj;^ ^ I <.^>- ^iJ IS" oLJ-l j V^i^ ^
j^SOl JuJip- .^ij jl *^ia:~o (3^ >x>-jj jl jj>^ Vj
... (jjj^jll \.« i—jy Ul_? IJU 15" Ox^ ... aIS"
^* ij\Oj Jl jr^L .*l ^J yl>" Ulj A^jaj ~I*~J J.9j
...Libs .. Lkij <Ls>j*JI dJJj Jp ,**JI t>J-> C—*L>j
b"L>- oliiJ- \.« ilaJ- J5" J Oa^" c^LI aJ/- jl
V jfJjU^j O^9 ^^ ^ J l£j~^ *^J Ojil a* v-j^ii LI
iOjjJI J, I ^Oj v"0*Uj ijjjl ^_ilklsl CJj i-J»jl f
^JL- J, jjlij aJj^.^o C~ULLIj ... l^iki^ «-Ua;Jl
ft ft
J L?-l jl JUjl V \Jli iSJljll 5 Li- 1 oi* a* ^3̂ ~
\ySz jl jjJ^ lr_l *$w>j|j dJL^jl t$^Jj J 1*" JL
jT a^^ai «L;LU ... Jiiil j^p l^ixJ jl ... JlSJI JP
. JL- j l^*L>j
L o^.».;» s-Ltf.|(g)l S-ijjJI ^1 ^ j.j O-i^Uj
65jA£- iZJuiWp jU J^ixi7 |^ S^jjll I^TjI ajI .. ^y>-j
SjUj Uj ... SjL^ cJU V «• ,§.£u ^L^jI *jj jl» .7 1 aSJj
ioJl.S i3 C~uJ! ...jLiVl LI LU»JI0# f f
\y& ... ji2)l jp \y£ l^ >nJ l^s I SJb-lj aLS" J
J^ l^.^ cJ\ jl Uj . ytJI lr_l ...J:5JI ^p
• ft ^ .
<jj*Jl J l$*J 2 i£j>-\ I ijjj 0*^.J JL J ^*L>J
. JL«]I A^v«LX
c^jl-^ai ill ^Lf- jwai
Lf*^r j* %['> C*c* Jlij . jL^lj JULI, ijai.1
I wl>- fl^^23 oLi-l . l^oL.Jj v .is»l^- <Aj aIjI} OJ3jI_j
JjLlJl liA j ln^2.il li\JLi
jl
"Jpj,
oa^ ^J '^1 lis**
'Ji\
Jak. L^- ^^-o.^.-*-y J^:
JO fr^UI _jl ;UJ j_J^_J
Ul JUjl Lf
J.
L^JIp Oiy . «• ^i JU5I La ,^l v» ^^^ V aJI oil
VaJ o^sip cJlj JUll Ua di^,- V CaSWjzJ>\ izjjW
J, jSsij A;j Sj^kp Jjl 76^ : t-lyivaJl 5i;j!l OjLU
J*ij liU J^. Vj J-^LjL UL^I jl i^l aL?I^I jL^
V Aii^ JIjUU jgj\ cJlS ^ . jjj>-Vl
j^^ j*y aJL Aijy^. ^l^ ji
. JUll La j£
V dJi:lL j| ^Ajjstfl
J jl? jv J^J.
> axL: V U
Oil
A^.Ss>-l j^







' JLiJ ... ULs-jl
^5 A^j^:* 5jL s-UJ.il O-w Jiij
J.p A*.: j.* SJal) Oill^ l^il^jl C-jLi
Jj . .. ti' o^* ^ cJlij t-lyLaJ! o^j^Sl LjJL^-L?
ftl^iJI Oijjil C-jISj ^LiI-5 ^ijj Ckiv- s-LVl oJa
J* XjJ ••• (^>
ji' -*yLi
Uj
Jail ... Oy: jl UJby Vj lr^ai^"
jU ... J*j^ Jxj C-siajJ-v- ^jljjl
:.L>-« '> .N






Ci^jl >? a—L- L^'Jbt J, I is Li I lrLp Jj^j cLjjt
xu;«j *y ii Jjiii 15" a
;
L Cjj[\ jlS" lil : aL'Ij
Mlk
YV 4 J!^ 1 $
o\^\v*Ov
. o\<l>JI ftJuj . £j\y0
Sij^l C~~<* \&a
• !>y
Ul ... j^r^* 1 Jr*
~Jb-lj
A J.>- 1 O l * ail . . p" •<*•
> Xei J>,Ul *^IL ail ^>-
»y
JU iA Jl
JLaJ . . . *L<suJI
o^ 1 V jij
... «4*bfl ^P AJjlx^- i^l A Ia_j ... »jjl IJlA j>si
J*j V jjkjc; Ja jy, y^^/l a* I 0>-lj jyy: -^1
V Ji Jl apU^J> :^ Lis? 0* Ĵ«iX)
.i^i s^h ji Sfi
;l: i^Aall l^>^>- U, jl *J*~~j
ol> j, 'JV cJls} Jljjii Jl ^ as JJJi jlT
cj^i?- jlSj i ijjW jUa.9-l J L-'Up ^y» Jj^o ^Ja*JI
. f/*C f A^li* OLa J j!*j Jjl;jVl
i ij Jl AJla>- I JU^IS <J^I Ji^3 >J ^r" -^
OjyJj c Tt-^iil s-Uaiil j JU:j ^}\S\JI ^U jlSj
; (J'jj
a^*; I « Ujjj yL\ jJIp
i>
'A^. "Waiyl J J.*^V'
c c
i .t^-Jl (^JLo JLL- *>UU- ^^l f-y~-l ^lOjJ
t^ui jiUaj* j^i t-j^^Ji j^i Uj c ^r ^*j j.ij
jUaJ » JL£I OUj lAfrLjl^ ^Jk ledJ *^^' Oiiy
...AU-I ... J^ ... oT t \'y sLI ili ^jjl « JlJl>.
i
yS-\ JjLiLl ju 0.ui.«j 4>^j*il Ol^*yij ajjL^LI
aIT i;jJI ^JLJl-l ~uJ * iiLA j^ I Jlij La j^ a^-I;
. 4-S"J0l S^k>Jl «^^ t-s^li IS jA Uj
s-Ls-io U*IJL>-I ol; ip jl^j^/-" J^'-^JJ CJISj
aJU- ... A-JJ.14 *Lsi*JI Sijj'l CjISj s\Jup i£/*"*))
^\ IJU J V. ^I J- > g*" V^ ••• J^-^ 1 J 1
. \is>l U ip »U aajjI Ia^./- jlSj . l^LiJL-l jji
JU^" N V^ ^ a; lr' ^J^ 'J s>ja; ^ ^a>-j all
I «l . » y Ji If-lp*"! ^Jlki; A^«^Nl «J^!l (C.J jl
. oIpL- ^s C->t.:iJ tljj.p ajI^ Cdlxi *\yu<aS\ 5i)JI
• J^' *^" ^' Jj y • tl>j^' l^j'Uii *LIp j Vy^-* V
^^aj \*) La • « ay>.; »4 ax b aS\̂ ^ y ,-Ul jl
-, cjV 1 ,: - n
A^»*X« (_£ I AJjjLw Aj r^j if I A-o.il>- Oj« jC — Y
J, I <U-i~Jl i?ULJ Ap U*JJ ijil jS^* y<-
\s-jJ^\ J SiLj oli IS" I^xj SI ^>ji\ _^-l
JjJj Ajlji Jj/^ AAiJUiSl pJb J( ij\k^a Olp v«
AAiJLSJI AP~x
Ly2-& O' A.49UU dJ.& jLi v«_j A-ajla*
a: i liS" Cs^aiij L*i7;l y^LS \j£ *\jk\ a*jU« jl Ap
jCiCt Llxil AjjJLI OllkJl ^ Lyij *JUiJ .!?-
. d'^Up a!.».£/» *Lil A«jLd4
IJla jjJj ^S d-JJi Jl>- jUJ^I J*LL jlJj
J2^^j Ij.* (j-^H? J2A~,J jl jjJ.) ijil Jf>- ^-*>-l
frill) e-JUll Jjlll Jli.4 l^k^jl . 'ijyS' A*~kJI ,J Axii«lj
AlP-.* C~jli ^i . LLili 6.>jJCi Jl>-lij |^- 4ia» J
AJailll AJljj.5 J ^JL I aXs- aJ till Jl? aJIS"
Oj\y J isyiJlj w a:-. i_XJj jl jjJO S/loll J LWI
oUJI Sjiil *.« (t^J*^' *V.^^" J-^*-" (Jl Ai?jiL« (*~^j «-lil
Jp^I Jl A^,;.* LJUI1 AkdJl j j^Cj J};jJL5I *^ aJlJjdl
. A-jjiULI ,~XAJ




, r^"-* **3~ ,ip 0*>li*>U *~o h^jNI
A-jiU-l J\j if ta Jjl^J (iJUL^i . aJ h^j^I s-jJl>- VjJ
jp aip,*- C^Jla>\ liU . C^Vl J (s"*^' ^A jr-1 ^
.4jyL
J.*
CJUI Oil; lilj ^jVl y^ Ja^A *j*M OJ-I
Jp ^iil JaiJ jj^jl i^«j (^i!l jjl^il IJL* Njij
^^1 Jp OljLJl If-Vb ^J^ 1 CJsaJj u^jNI







1.9a l^.^i2AJ ?t>- flJ.P aJI-^4 UX-v« A^PU^>
rl" JJ jNl A^~Jh rjyi j iv" •#
JI'^JI IJLa
>LiJI [J t^U.11 ?s..J»jJ jl
a A*^k)l Ol-ol:ll ,aI
sT - . . J .
Iji^UaJI jJJJ AJUiill Al.i
»^u;i oAA > AA^ii!jl
^^P i***l AJcJaA! jl
o'Uiil Ot^L
(^-jjUaJI) ^jj.i'1 jlg>- v* a—~vxll LIp- --» jJt — \
To -;* jlyiSl ,:.
UJ
\iJJ-ssu< i **>u
d-L>L j-£> J? ^j*^' ^ ^U?' ! ! L>*p Lj
a!^ Tt^li *llj juU <ul£ M« ^JUl iJjjl V £jJi*j j^
IjV ^p ^Aij ^-»I^LI li& J&pI V Jl 4»lj 5U3
aiJI <L>-li \* d-Lojj
V ^JWdLL <UH >W3 I s-UT dJLlP 4A)Lj




.. jj^J Jbi JS"^: V ajV dLj dUi ^^i
Ul li 1 ^...Jl
c
<j&r. -V ^' • • -s^ ^p ^ dU* ^ajIj
~~~ j'3 ^J^A *J-**>- d-li Lp v .u* \p ~>- 1 . . . I^Ip p^&Jj
ilTI V ^x!j ... JL*j j* TjT dijj.^ «js*I (Jjl
J_Jp t^JoJ-lj ^j Ij r- y*9y JSsj V JjjSj OU ^.-Jl




J-pl*rM ^ lull j*p u«w
dlJ I ... JjJJJ Lrf jA
_
PO




>"' .c5'" ^W 4*,/?!^ l^-^ly d-L~-«V
. . j-iLllUA^Ullj liU o 5;^il ^U-^ ill jl&l J
I
aj'Li (jJiPji aL>-I > lix-i J*i; jl iS^j ^-"ifrj
Jv*j ^Jcsf," "J Ju ^j xv^jl^- L-V ij-fljl Axiai <^s.S.
<W2J AJil J C ^j j.\X~Ll LiA JU J l^w?*. i^il V>
-Xj ^j UISj ijiiil A*.ks Ap hkJ>j . 4^>-j Ojlit 0\J.5^
. . . l*jwa»« ^>l Jn^.i?l jl
Jj^jjj^jl ^r\LP »UI A>-a) 1^>-_J ^ Llj dj.-» OlaUv
IJSCaI . ^il L i ^^^ (JUiJ \^\ . ^Jl ^1 a^
^lX/«Li *\*.l J* Ol 4^^2.j l.« ^rX-JJ J.&- OLl~Jl 4-i.A J.*J






o^^l V J' lpr.«
i»^l juJ i) : l>v>-l^s> J_»ij ax^I jj
II 0,'U-l JJajiJl
lT*
Jj^Ip Ja V w>lj^]l j£Li aJU?I Jl jLJ^I j^ Ja
Ja m\ VV Jb^l J I «u<U}l ajjI Ji^ti I'^Li ^j^l j
« ft.
J V l$i>-b j o«k;U 1^.5^9 aJU.^ ^JVI J-Jl^S> ^y
^-ia^v^j V U^^^> a!^>-j jJtSjl A^>/» jjl£9 ^^^ C^P JA
VVV «*—ii JP ^jVl »I_»A x5i
UJUP ~j L) ^jA-ij A-LU-Vl oJlA IS" d-^iapJ JvU
aJ IpLj d^-c-ij UJv^p . . . AJLJ ^>-l i]^5 1p C-^^sj
<*_^ju- \P CJ<-L*J UjlP l^Jo O.Ja>- JviJ . . . dJvAj liy
jlSj . . . dksjU* j» jSvj:I V jl JU; cJI^ ^p dXLp
. Iji^>. u Jb-i ji cJji>-j ^Aji; aIi^vi ©jIa jr o^
j-jI^-I IJIa Jv^:pI *>i9 aJL^I Jl j^ j£ JJ>J jl Uli
ft. ff
J diiVj ... dlL>l jp Ltx-i Js^; Vj jJw? diiV LiLi
• • • L»5J ^iaJjl aI>-./« I-v2j J ifJO j! i«»j d-Llvl \P ^jI—
j
dl:«^ Jv^U r^Li ^j^l J y*U jj: diJI^I Vj
dJLU s\Qi\ Jl J |JL>- 4:>-j ^u- IJLaj TiJsaJ IbU
Jjl t-J/^j Jli l^&LU dii»j I j)*-~p <L~'S~ Sa\j ^Aj jb
Vu^-U^jLj iSyeJuxi dJLU jlk^Jlj$L«j Jj dLJl 4i
^
l>-
L bj 0-4 *dJj; *i' J ir flyb ^_4jj,J Ax,y
Ul » A?-J I.
y^
Ul (£»>VL jl ,^>cJi /»UI » ^> jJ ^f^ ei '^1?
. «-iJI ^>j>L»
-r^
; A-U) I ^J!.^*^P Jd y> c r-UVl U-"
l^U^sjj ^^>- ^ ijijl AxiaS fl>^- .Ip Ajli S^jwliT dJuj
Av^*^ I^-'IJ lA^^a..* J.P jl? (J IS" IjJl d-i^iaJj oJ^j J
I j Li *» ^UJ jj&j . *J«^J>I JlJl aJia y jU»i^.U
sd~.Ai /gjlll jUiVl . aL^I A:^.k^ /C JLJI jUiVl IJLa
Lj_j . 41; 4^tC ^tJI Oa^ij » AjULi LlJul d->!jj^y.j! '
VI LdJl
^-»P ^»JI ^ Oil I OUj 5»jLill jlPjwij . ^T-.Iji.*^?
. Js>ji—\i 4^y»il ijiJI 4xki J.P L-r?-l^3 |^a^ jl
.
j>l L^Ur C&* J 1 ^ Ic^ J 1^ 1 J^
ojaJij «-l:dil oL~*l ^Jb-I J I JLiJil »-Lip jLT
^Jv^ OiJl« jl Ly . oJv'llI ip APft^J^ll A>.^.*Jl Jl
•> jlyJ! - U
Jlfl a^I *>.b*fi lT 4?rb£ g^il! jk^JI oU ^-y
j yl ^ Aiydl^ JUtXI U \kJ- ITlpI iJjil ajV iJjJdl
frl bl J,l X*Aa a>-[>- -j* a^*>\J Uj . i«^/l j$jj /»~UJ
1*JI f-y^M » -*-*}LJIj (J^^x^-wX.* -i*^- Jl . jr-^-^-4
aJU)I J^)l oU-j:> Jl l^jJLiyj ^j-5»A» c Aiy<ll_«
ai vli 4jj»ljl CJJi^ 4 *Jy>-' 5/* J"*-^ r^'^}
j^^ijlj f^*Vl ,--^/y • **>]^ U*.>lJ Aoldpl A^JX
«*i yi v^y uk ' v^ 1 i3^' J^l? *v^!j JW
iik^JJI , 4>U-I ila^m dJLL" J>- . 4^-1
yi <—*-yi>
U . 4jwb .ju jVl ^i (js Iaj a^ \* l^JI *Ikj III
Ajp-I i i/jl A U i 4»l ji A U ^ A^jll J)j* J^l
i ^JL) U jA Iaj 4>-^ f j-j A>-yiJ 0*>-jAJJ AJjJLUj
.
I -^^^ l^ill? SLJ-I >m 4iSyc4 v» r; j>- 4J j &»x*j
» i LJLJ AJiislJ A^aij » A*>- ojy^i ' f^^l? J^4 1^*




iUalll &r*J\jS ilji „ ^AJLil
a»^pj hy&\ aoI;Ij aJUJI a:** j^Jj SUIS" IfAbf *U=*-1j
jUjll ^-^ <cJsyj <C«1 yi (w-^-UIj ej^*^j JLS"Nl
s_*»L-i)l li * l^jLijy 1^4 JL* I 4>t^Ul Oj j^si\ oJL*
aU 5uir uu ^^-yi lit, suijj iuji j^ j
. JJIyJI Oibjlj ^p\:II ojtT \^4 jyi, 5^1
JL^yi jJUail JLdi jl JL*j_j . L^ L>- oJllli v_~^- JlS' j'
JT Jp Lj4 j^LJl jlT Jl:il a^JI ^L^ j_j
oyrj ^P o^Ali? Jlyilj* ^Vl ul«^ C^Jl J ^4
i^l
J>-_.
JJlJLl j d*IJb-l j* ^aoJI aJ a1^_ U
. 4-jJlll Jl
^^A^ (Vj*^lj ^^J' (V4 jl«*Jl C-pi UwUp «.LJ.I ^j
*^2j J^ij • AiUa A^JuS" ioj?- IaT^S A.«i J,l ^L
^
*jljij>- iJhi~xi <c^\j$ \fi\ USvj ^>- aJU v»
ilju jl Jl-L jl aiJ c C-jj aJUI a;^ j^_, t J^JI
}\j\ (. ^^*JI Sjl^J j^ij-ij^J A^yjjT oLi-l j^-l>- AjL>-l
^^/ij ^rvi ^i i y. uij ^b yj p:i a^_ ji
a^U^-1 U-l j^j «f^"' 0'* ^A ^:-> J^^*^
-
' y^' ti^'
L-l iz\j\ Cjj*fi&\ Si} i 4*M)j\\j iu- 1; -ill Lip (Uaii
.4jjl jlS*i J J^^J A^jJllI iip jljl U aJ jlSj Aj^iJl
L-Lj (—»jl olij Jp Alv- C—aijlj *L» j I CJl«J
-1>*J-I j^Ssj U Jp UW2MI _VaU1j -t-w^SnjJ . .t-Jgf)'
. AJ ^ Vjl Aj^-Ij AJI^-V OLwaJl iLij frlliJl y ' r4
ji>.ai ^u ^aJl t^Us A^, jir dUi> jr >j
'^Ssj CjJI ,J ^y» JlS' v_Ji J,l jj -Jlj A>-yiJI* a^s^JI
itfWl ,^c . i jlT
cT-
lil^^JI
ajl^J ^5 /*£ >*^
*^ ^Ja^Sj j[/vP j]j ^>ci]lj jj^-^- a!>-Uj
. jliJj ^»*>1>-I i>j aJ^-I aUl ^j»-yi o^»%j aJI A^,iJ
[-L jlT . ajL>- a^p ^iiijo jlT I Jj^I. liui -^J
Yr i J^J
y-l^jl W-o^ /*r*-^r' t^ ^°^ (Jr"b es"-^ oUMpj
oJ^- Ip oU?-l^ CJy\J . ^ 4^J.JL oLt ^--^JJ r*"'^
s_Jak*l4 J ^pUiU J^;*JI C.J I dWi ,jSw jlS"




)}\ 9-jLiJI <j t CxJl ap ~l*-j -4»x) \ j?~p LilS'i
di5*^i> *% (J^" t3jj (V (1)1^ I IJLa <uIp jJU U JjL)
CjJI J j£jl jl£i c -JcJil J^I^Ij iJUaiJI ^Ip
. LujI; jjj Jt> <Ull ~~* lc ijr^>\j (jyuU aj JlJLw4 (jv>^i
ji>>- J Tjlu 6 ajuji j ^rvi r^i j-Ij jit
jj «ul^>-l *^ CjJI j S~l^ JLs<2.>-j aJU^U Jj*>l>-I ^
J **!l ^ juI^ i?LiJ li jlSj *j^O ^^j /** **yU*'
j ejdl> SJLpI—I 4~->jdl ily il^l *jj oli AJ! ^3-
<ulp jLJu HIS" SI i*JUi jp ei ^j *>^Jjj j^Jj w J^aJI
A-.sij flJjj f^L« j JjJljuu ilJUJI ilylj r - ' ^~V
a^JI Jl^^lj y^i\ *U?jl j J^o a^lj JT . *l>-^
w aI/- jl^N ^oxj^j A*jo Jj>-Ij IS' i 4J£ J, I j_>J-lj
AiL_L* ojiUuJl ^r^j *^ i*-JL« U>- aU-l C-jIS' ^uJ
^ U?-!j J^-L jlT ! pjtill ^ jJI diJi J>- . j^Jp
^jj\^J>\i CjJI J^'-5 ***!r^y "^j^ ^*^-~j <; 1i|^ A*-jjil
7
YY
ij ai. ijU&Vl a*UL JU^ll t-*Vl *Jji U ^iJ j
jp i»_Ji jNl IS_jA Uj JjVl ^^r-^ 1 *^* ^j-^^i ol
Jl cJw? j^ ^kJ-^l ULj jAj jji-JI C~iLJ«.
J|Jl aJxJI aJLa \f r j>^\ V6 ' l<^ ^' **' ' ,,--A^,
jl JjU jo^fl £j~*VI j^i jNl lj y. U
yL-o-- <ol . aJISoI oJ^ ^i?L4 -^ j^S jXk> d~au *ic
taLb U J~£J If^j 1*^1ju ^y LLJ wyJl jlo Jl
JUJIj WUu 3 Li-
1 iljvw J^-^i
jl fc^-d i?^
j^ jO I 3Li-l v_pUa^j c l^pUa^j LgiLL* *til>^J
. ^^a^- j' -**• J'




~<$>-J>\ \~>yj AjLdiJj oJl^T lp
Ji djjX _y*>» w <ci?»J* a:IjUJj <u.iJ Uilj j«^J jj-^**'
* ^.j*51 J^»J J~^l £j^J ij^ 1 J^j J.LJJ* ^
f-^-*l y£ j.~j ^Jj^j y»L^ o-bf A>«JcJl C-Jlxi «J
xi> »UI jl^*JI j^i j'j^^b j>«i3l Ujk oU Jaj£
. ailfl^-lj dJL^ UU Jjl r-y>Jl Silfi J~jJ JijpJ&l J^
Aili-I 4UaJL <J ^Aj ^ j-" *^A AjL>- J>jAL*>\ -lit! JO
SU-1 j£J. lyo
Jj
ly jo^Vl 9\*^^ ^A ^ ^ y
OlJi) •»« OLI <^>-j ££ 0-«.~Jji J.*j Lj dil jL-
USOl 4k^l SJLJLI ^LJI dJLL' Jl yjt JIT . l^bj
3oa>- _a L^l U^- j^Ijj a~»^I ^^ 4*i»ill I^Lcj
jAJ&\ JS"I ii>:p il^i lp L^:. ^Jai jVl lijA U
iUtP 3U?j C-^- *>U« l^^>- ffi^-' -^ ^-y-J H-r^
Jl -OLu- diL- /»^j . UiL jlT *jj ^"^Sji Ail
u 4 jV fA
is" u^j iv2^>-j i^u ^jLa oL>- iijy icJaJi oLa
J,l *Lll ,J ^JsU? I?- ^^ /ui IjI^P oL>-
^- r
dl>^j J^j *j_*^ £j>\y?\ Jl dl*£" iJaa/
.UJI }lc" L.%-1 l^i l£ aj^-p J ^_~a Jlij SlJ-L ^c:J
• i j.-ji
-^XJTj U^ _^Ay ^J jW*-^ fe*JtJ u^l)* d^A <-3
A-JJI dJLL* j jyt-l dDS ~j i ^j^l dll- J
jLJNI jiii i-SvJI ^ Jiaj tjai.1 IJla j . i^l
4*~la^ J, I ^jj' dlkj ^r^' £& ^rJzxi . ^—ai Jl
IS" C-iUa jLJNl C-iU- Jl aJL Jl SjiJl ^jU^ ^fsJ
a^" V Jjl ^jNl ill" J . a*« a^Lj jyu JU*
dL dl~*j di~A) iiJLSJ dijl^aJ jV ^ j-* b»
Jj <».;.a" J Vl^ »JfT jl -^ d^wl—SI di*^j ii^w?
U JS" C^ ^jl . »j.UI ^jlj ^%JI ^jl
(j^jafl oJa U* J » dJJi iS" jp di^^" iijUJI ^J^i 1
4 j!/^ h
c^£Ys>
^^L^- ^ ft1I>JL«l \yt j~? >ajm * ^>^U oLij *U*yi ^1
jj-kJl CJIS* *l«jjJl s-^Jl j^- S^laj C~JiJI U-Upj
c *^l 4j U!l u& >\+*ji u> fJ^"^ A*JU-I
,<2jl^ U>L>- ^j\ ... 0j\fUOj\ *J jjv\ JL>- (J,j\ C~o




Jj/^ \£j » frl^i-l aJUSI e-Uj.ll •* a*jIo Li ri«J**'
... SjJJiJI aCjojI .^.~o*}L iJJX \jo |»=*~ij _/j**JI IJ.A *o>«->-
... LCi Lui s-lp^k^l Aj JiJl JL>- »_jyuL JL*j v«j
c
s*-~~i~ *iojl Jljl V lilj -tfJl a*.* ^jJoL j ... <*~>JdLj
Jljl J Ulj ... frUwUli ^7>" r4-*^ * s-Vt' «wJLa-U




Jjy IULj (iL. «lj . .. ^Oj J
^ ls^. C ail
A*>-Li L>*o>- .CuJ jfiVI J, I ^LaIJUI ^~.«..jJI Cols'
^ jl>-jdl jlSj * ajL^ji SJ^il ^?jVl JIp ao£T
^j.11 C«^o\Jl -ioVl i—»l ail *• Jal:>tJ .^j'Vl .^
Ji C-^3 <Sydl ^y>j\ As- UX* Ijl^- J-Cj jlS'
^ilS' Lf iiLJI *kU if 1 J*>1>- Oi-%^ ^ J^-t^r ^-^
.\zJi Jljj j( _jJL>Jl 0*iJU ColSj . aJIp '-I^jI 3jl-~>-
^^1^1 C-Japl Ujup- ifJUij . a^UVI lijS'l^ jip ^L«l>-
^_j_»ii ^5 ACAi ajI ifjili ^j ii _jJi*Jl lp jLJI ^iij
aJp LyjtA niy.) jlS' (_^JLJI jJ.^Jl \>J_J • (£*£>
. . . Lip jUI i,j *li
J,
t%
>UJl ^^- ^ I^-Ip CJmjI Jil Ak^l CJIS}
^Jjli;J*yii .. aL>m::—* j»>J il>J (»_*>t^ -^oJIpI '^oUl
Jl r-l:^- jlT aU, ai^L^*. jT^I jwUJl -lo- Jjj>-
... ^/.IiJjO^- o^[;l_j a**
Cj j Ji -^o-iJl Cols' . .. j>—nil bj^U- UoUpj
a-^JI Uajjj-j "-ir^i 'Jl^l *!^l rbj ••J*'^' wr-
a*jI>- j *Js * »^- l^jjj i3»* yy ••• uL>-l ujjc? ^>-
jlS' UjIJIpI i^k>- J,l LUs»j UJUpj . A^jyiJI ^ialij
... aJIp Cols' Uo_*Ji» /r^> •lily ^A -^ ^-*Jl
AoVjiH J*>'}f>-) ACaiil ^i^l^>- J U$"?£ f>\j\ IJLjUj
... -w.^.jtjl A*-il Cot- <ukij «!-«—II





sf'y^ J^jj (jA^ji »-/Si

~U:JI (j\j {Jit^ ii^* jj>o O^ w (jl^-i^J LS -L~Jlj c (( jliJL* .r- O/jj » (t,pj^^ «—' jf i (3] 1^* ^U:JL JI^pj























-* jl^ 1 ^ \v\
:
«Wi ^^
jM a-*' ^JUJI u^l^l (jM^W
.-J a.aJ1 1 4.a^
^JC^- ^_^*^-*j ^J v^"" j_->- a_ij Juji -u- 1 7" LLt) ^JiSsXJ^ JJ 1
^Jj_^'I ^j £jj=r , j L»)l j~v -U--£ <uL-l j^>"^ iii J J"''
^ r li w_^ a,Ij UL Oj-.ll y*j5 ^_^>^J_ T. -) y*7
JLJ- i c~Si*- jJ U-
Jpyj. >y -^ jy^ isb^l u-t-y* ^.Jjr
sjLijj' -U.i£ jjj j_j^j . jJiJul -Lc U-Li
<£ jfc JbL<3 ^-i*=r Lijj^t i^—v "^* j
<-^xJI -L.C |»L}- Xcj U Jj.sL<s> OjU- ^y\r ^^ i>*'j
*}{*? j^UJI -Uc Ac-j 4_S 7J Lstf j x*9- J-tLfl jljjl -Up ^IoJIx.c a*.-
jSLz ^-LJI ybU Jl^UI jLi-l JLe ^-JJjJ ^^ uHrr^r J^
jLJUjij a"^ \J„->J" /JLaI! OyJ' Jjj'j ^jj-iJI J.<.< 4>JL>
JW1 ^j ^j-j pUj jjlj y\j L^ ^Ul >LU
JjjUil ^ a^i pU* (J"i\j JL-«i-l Jut j\*j J>- J^tLr-l jjli! a-.t
JUaj 1 <*__*.~>J *">rf- y J Js^r -u~' ^JU-I Xj-I oUJifc
9 jji-l jLi-l JLc jU «> li -L-?- Xji^- ^'>_^— >
j\Jl»J\ j^Lill J-.c Jl^> Ji,i 4_iat jiu' jV^ Jl^t oil J_c Jc
4>dt ^j^aj ,-^i ^ji? 3jjj fLi
^Ui ^ir jkJJl> _« Li J Lf ^/ijl J^Lc-l J^U
j LSs~ij I* LVoj U> '-'^r' JJLix. j»Ij_jj u~SjjS J->li»l Jp A*^- ,>.! ^jki
*—
* TJ^- J''"* _/*^ «—~^J' jT^v' J^1" *y 01.-^^- ^—J^5 ^ aj
Jj-I^)l -Lc 7JU Jj^ L«i>- jjjI j^ l^V-3— ^ OJ
L) *J J -L-^J -Ll y* (^" lS J** Ai>* ^ji" Jjjj yL.
tjLjfl^-^' y jit' Lj Li*^« ilJb- _fj> jl^Lc ^»Li ^^.•i Jia^i. ^aJI jL^ X»^
JIAaI Cjj j£- ^Jjju j j -^' ~ ^- j a?- C-^ L^J i^J! il»>- X»ji ,ULT A*Si
^JipV! ^U)IV U j»y> i-i-'-jj ^i-sj J?»iT' ^ ji^.
jLJl- ^jI^ jij^j aIjI jlc ij-UI j.Jj ^jljjl ^jU^JI Ji.t JiLT Jb^
^ jl^^j yl 0j-~>- ^l-t j^Jij 0:-^j ilLijl k_JjJ U L«4J j«L-jJ iJ-^L'
jl^I -Ut >^-3>=r iSI>J jULib-- ^jy^jL. jJb.La J J.rt'.* J ^C Jl-^J
(_ .... | ^
jLJi-u
ij j j"1 ' '"-^y. 4*Ssj- Sy*£- J.Jj
^-Jjilaj j (jJL- (_j Li j L ^« 1j- j ^y^j^ *-)jJ>~i
A^J J , jl^-fcJ * > tJvAJ LLI ^^^aJ ijli J^Aa
1
I
wv 4 Ji/Ji h
jtt^Otfi&wM^fi)




x^—Jl j'jlSd J-jU.-. i—''^'
^t^_Jl y>-Ji Ju j^J>- >_,>y'
Xj_JI ^-jjl; xlj^U u^l
_tj_jJ I __^:x~> jOj >_-j j!
'
X_j—ill (JjlSi Jj>- ^J'
^/ fS^-4 J—'j •V^'
«*'/' C?*
X_JI
Jb-Vl V J^V"* -^'
->!*»>•f&d&MW&it
w\ ww I:
,jXj Jl *_Jli» juJI
rjyr -*j»-V X»e "t-"
j_^ _pUJI JLc x-JI
Jjlib uL-ai X-JI





jUaU _^Li X. I'
<jr^' lS^ IJJJJ >*2-JI
jljill ~:U Jl_JI
XJ-j X*j£ ^wIj X_J'
^^JL-iJI (^ X.JI
4JS_.>P L^- _J»j1aJ JL-JI
Ji^UI X^J-I JUe ^J^j X-JI
xj_jJI ij ^
i
j-ij">\S ^j' ^j-JI J-T xy^i ^V'
x_j_JI y j Li ^"jjl ^-Jl ^iib j„o' v^''
ij—Jl jL^i Jj ^>V' ^^1 ^jlx. jjjI _V'
x>_jJI L'Ujj ^-"y. »—< j' xj_JI C-^j-jJ ifJuj-L) uJjl
iUJjl x*£ xs-l x-JI j.^4 U ^Jjir ^i
J-Ualjj J jjl X—J' xj_j.1I jl^j ^,-Jj^r ^Vl
J^ Xyill J4r—
"
xj_JI J Li w^jj_»=r ^ N-'
v_j4.a,«,i LJji X. li Cft^-jJ' ' t- *S ^-* J J *>~ ^-^ -





_xj_JI JjlT jj»- ^Vl
~Xi -- La^J X_J' Xj_x!l JjljN-t j^- w^ J
-L» L*» j II
p. l»" .
^y-j—t" Jjf Jyr -r^
o^p C.J -^" "^ j$~4\ ^ Oyr ^Vl
\5 *_ji J J t>~ X_J
' ^^-Jl jfjj^ ^.--rr -rJ
^' 1
>_~ JU«£ j,_^ X-JI £l_A.'l j i'y Xij-i l_j-»*i/l
^x-NM x*£ x»»- x_JI xj_j.il J^-JlSs- JJj,j <->VI
^X^fcJI OLjo y—iZL>- J—-J' ^,__J1 SlSCj oyjj ^M
JL5JI
f
U^ x-JI f-... >II JUL- O- ij —' Nj'
ijLLI 4)li£j -^r-^' ^tj—jJI j^>- ,^-J-Jb- l->VI




>j*«xi! &{j* <*Jt-i)j*r >—>*\
.
ji^yi /»i^p*yi a-u j*>\>- a!>- j a^m>-[j aj^jj aj iji>tp| tpjj'^ wJ*>Ua}i iijji aij ii^ *j.r
<L~jj
a
-1p is <^Jl j>\^* /**} . <CU.X>- jj^*i|^ ^*>Usdl v» JjU .iJp i)jU» jlil Ji ^_a^2JI ii
J <i^j jl Pj^ j^ L*j • U*M Jill ^-JUs» J ^ycJjj jULI Jp ^-Ul C.>-j a\.>-jj ljt&!
tS^Al? JnS'LlI "^ k*j)&\\ c-uJLSlI 4jJ*jj AJ^aII JU wd
' Aaj -*JI A^ldiil *3^> yt£ jJtj "Vj .il-Uj
jli A-P^~aJI A-^-oJpl jLAj V» La\j OjLXpI) ^.Jfejjl X^w».^I 4JL0jl ^J A*£-L*l IjU>13
((J|^)l» j^U jjar_ ( \^ii— ^*W ) 2L*-l;jJI fcjl oJLA r-^^ll ^1^1 iJu^JI ^*>U*
. jLJI .Ju^JlJl J**)l IJLL l^aij tUpjj L- d*s J^UJI u-»^fl Jl
^UAIAIAIAIAIAIAIAIAIAIAIAIA^
6
^JL**]! y_^]l ^>J JL*J
_«iftjL4.J K .J,*t -L.J
jl^ljT JUjU ~lJ
OL*j <A**~" ~L>^- »L»sJ




aJjo aU-^2^ ^^ j^:SjJ




jU L> 4>- ^->4j La j^i>w\)
3 **&-&'
r»\y) JT
» A*"4I * >4A*;









*Ua*Jl ^a^IT ^-Lp *lJI
JjpLH jLi-l jlp jlJI
f-jaJ-l jULI jlp jlJI
j^xi JL*J-I -Lp JL*Jl
jiy j^jl jlp jj£jS\
^jUjJI Af^Jl -Lp jj^lOl
^jyjl JLP j\l~Jl JLP JL~Jl
ip ^jj-LaJI-Lp jl~JI
^>-a>-UI JjyJl -Lp wl—II
^>-a?-LJI >p^l jlp jlJI
j^SOl j^UJIjlp jt^JIjlpjlJI
kS" ?J&\ JLp jlJI
ii^ £^£JI -Lp jj:S^aJI
jj.*2l4 oulaill -LP jjlSlul
ii" djjl jlp jlJI
JiiU-l ^iUI ~lp jlJI
I\i ^:>UI ~Lp JL^JI
^I_«p ^.iUlwLp JU«J1
;
^l^ ^_)U>jll jlp jlJI>^-






*/" ^Ti-4 ' ^;—''
J*>L^3l jjjjl jU^j jlJI
^Lp J;Jl^r ^;-Jl











iS -«.*)l /f.v~>- -\awJ1
^jIjL-*; Aj yc^ 3 J-~JI






























J^U- J .alp jlJI
j>-^U-\il La** JL*JI
«A«»^M J La _L*sJI
L s*)j£- (V*^**
«^*^" »A**JI
dill a^p gJ*>\y) t£y JL*JI
- • c
Js> L>- J4.4 .5 1 j alS JJ
l.J>j A>- Lpljfl J.~J
Ip frU JL~J
Js. JiU jj: SaJ
» I ?J 1^3 -I- 1
&S>^ ~\j4* U»^H Jl Jt^i a^tLUj jj)\ Jkdl \^}\
N^U^Lj #jj> -jj £>JL, j ly^U^ £./J» 1.JJI JL/J
mi
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